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This document is intended as a resource for leaders planning a JustMatters module. 

Please read this document in its entirety. All materials are copyrighted and JustFaith® is 

trademarked; however, this document may be copied and forwarded to module/program 

facilitators in its entirety without permission. 

 

 

JustFaith Ministries works in cooperation with the partner organization below and 

receives over half of its funding in the form of charitable contributions from program 

participants. 
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Welcome 
Welcome to the JustMatters module on economic matters related to the government, the 

federal budget and the common good! You have chosen to facilitate a discussion and 

study of one of the most important conversations of our time. Together we are at an 

important juncture and are facing a critical question, “What kind of society do we wish to 

become?” Underlying this important values question are lively debates and disagreements 

about the role of government, what functions we should share together, and how we pay 

for them. 

 

Design of the Module 
This is a popular education curriculum for adult learners. It aims to both draw on 

experience and encourage reflection. There are many questions listed with each activity. 

As a facilitator, you need not feel responsible for posing every question. Instead, ask the 

questions that would be most engaging and relevant for your group. 

 

Most likely, many people will not even have an opinion on many of the questions – or 

won’t feel qualified to register an opinion. This module, however, is designed to deeply 

engage participants as citizens and actors, not as experts. It is designed to engage 

values rather than opinions. 

 

Facilitators are encouraged to be up front about their own knowledge and expertise. You 

do not need to be an expert; you do not need to know the answer to a question in order 

to ask it.  

 

Facilitators are also participants and as such are encouraged to read the General 

Overview of the Participant Packet as well as this document before Session One. 

 

In Session Seven, there is a structured mini-debate. This should be a spirited but not 

acrimonious activity. As facilitator, your role will be to keep the tone fun and informative. 

If people have strong opinions, assign them to represent the view point opposite to their 

own in the mini-debate.  
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Facilitating Open Ended Discussions 

To be a good facilitator does not require being an expert on the topic or years of 

working in groups. It does require you to think about what is best for the group and 

remind the group of its shared responsibility to each other.  
 

Many of the activities in this module are open-ended discussions. As facilitator, you will 

have to trust the spirit of the group to provide the spark and content. It is important, as 

facilitator, that you not allow the group to get bogged down or dominated by an 

individual or a small number of participants. This might require being a bit pushy or firm 

in moving a discussion along or to closure.  
 

Some good phrases for a facilitator: 

 “We are looking here for a number of short ‘popcorn-style’ responses to these 

questions, not sermons.” 

 “I’m looking for phrases or one-minute (or 30 second) responses.” 

 “We’ve come to the end of our allotted time. Let’s just pause and take a brief 

moment of silence.” 

 “I would like the group’s permission to wrap up this discussion.” 

 “This is an interesting discussion. Should we adjust the agenda to continue?” 

 

Also, over the course of the module sessions, people may suggest activities (e.g., “We 

should read XX.” or “Let’s have a discussion about XY issue.”). Facilitators should try to 

keep a running list of these suggestions and ideas and have them available for the final 

session when the group discusses possible next steps. 

 

Features of the Module Design 

 

A. Mini-Interviews 

As part of the preparation for each session, participants will briefly interview a person 

they do not know on the theme(s) of the module. These should not be viewed as an 

onerous or weighty assignment. The interview could be a two-minute conversation 

standing in the line at the grocery store - or more involved. There are different questions 

for each session. The goals of the interviews are: 

 To have participants move outside their own “comfort zone” and talk to a stranger 

about the topic, gaining an additional perspective or insight. 

 To bring additional voices into session conversations.  
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When appropriate, facilitators can ask participants to “report out” on these conversations 

– or just let them find their way naturally into the discussions. There is, however, no 

scheduled or intentional reporting out of the mini-interview conversations. They are an 

important learning tool, though, and should not be skipped. 

 

B. Journaling/Reflection 

Participants are encouraged to keep a small journal of their reflections on each of the 

sessions and the themes or topics covered. These are private and not for sharing, unless a 

participant eagerly wants to share something in their journal. Facilitators might 

occasionally ask participants to notice if they have any particularly strong feelings or 

notice any changes occurring in their thinking and/or feelings. Again, there is no 

scheduled or intentional reporting on what participants write in their journals. They are 

asked to do the journals to enhance and clarify their own thinking and values. 

 

C. Web Surfing 

Another part of the preparation for each session is web surfing. Several websites with 

articles to look at are provided in the Participant Packet. As facilitator, you might want to 

acknowledge that not everyone has easy access to the internet and gauge your group’s 

comfort with using the internet. If there are a lot of people who are not connected or 

comfortable with using the internet, encourage them to pair with someone who is for this 

learning activity. Encourage all participants to engage in this activity in some way. 

 

D. Readings and Books 

In addition to the books and DVDs purchased for the module, there are links to many of 

the readings, all of which can be obtained for free off the internet. For the purpose of this 

module, JustFaith Ministries has created a special page where participants can just click 

and read (or print) the articles. The address is provided in the Participant Packet and in 

the Table of Contents above. Please note that you need to use capital letters as indicated 

if you type in the address instead of going to the JFM website link. This same web page 

also contains the links for the session “web surfing” assignments.  

 

In addition, both facilitators and participants probably will find it good to have a tax and 

budget glossary at their finger tips as they go through the sessions. It is noted in both this 

document and the Participant Packet that a good glossary may be found at 

http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/glossary-of-budget-terms.html and a more extensive 

one may be found at: http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/glossary/. 

 

http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/glossary-of-budget-terms.html
http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/glossary/
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Optional Field Trip 

All groups are strongly encouraged to schedule a community engagement or advocacy 

field trip to apply some of the teachings from this module. During the third session, 

facilitators will devote part of the meeting agenda to discussing what the group might like 

to do and identify some volunteers to help plan the outing. It will be important to revisit 

this activity during the announcement segment of additional sessions. Some suggestions 

for a field trip or community engagement are provided, but the group is encouraged to 

identify other options as well. Many of these suggestions are also included in the 

“Possible Next Steps” in Session Eight.  

 

Logistics 
Everything facilitators need to coordinate the Living Solidarity: Government, the Federal 

Budget and the Common Good is included in this document. Every session begins with a 

list of the items needed to prepare for that session and a Note to Facilitators that will 

provide information pertinent to the focus and preparation of the session. There is also a 

Note to Participants for every session in the Participant Packet. These notes will help 

participants understand and integrate the resource material as well as give them an 

overview of the agenda for each session.  

 

The following material will help you prepare for the eight sessions of this module and 

provide logistical information about facilitating the module. 

 

Creating an Environment for Dialogue 

As facilitator, it is important that you give careful attention to creating an environment 

where each participant feels free to share his/her ideas and feelings and where each 

individual is committed to carefully and genuinely considering what each of the other 

participants has to say. With this in mind, we encourage you to take a little time during 

Session One to set some ground rules or guidelines for discussion. A sample of Group 

Guidelines is provided in this document (Session One-Attachment A) and also is included 

in the Participant Packet. 

 

Planning and Purchasing Resources 

In terms of planning, your two most immediate tasks are to (1) order resource materials 

and (2) set the date, time and location for the meetings. It is important that facilitators get 

the date, time and location information and the entire Participant Packet with the reading 

assignments to all participants a minimum of one week before Session One. There is a 
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Resource Order Form and information for JustFaith Ministries Books and Videos (in Word 

format) provided with the other module materials online. 

 

While groups may purchase program materials from any source, JustFaith Ministries (JFM) 

has created the JFM Books & Videos distributor to make ordering materials as easy as  

 

possible and to provide an opportunity for groups to secure all materials from one source 

with low prices and rapid delivery. Most orders are filled the same day they are received 

and are sent via UPS. Shipping is free within the continental U.S. for prepaid orders 

above $100. 

 

Please Note: JFM Books and Videos should receive the group’s Resource Order Form 

(included with module documents online) a minimum of three weeks in advance of the 

group’s start date. JFM Books and Videos will make every effort to turn an order around 

in 24-48 hours but has no control over the timing and release of books and videos that 

may be on backorder from the publishers. Please take time to plan ahead. 

 

Participant Packets 

As noted above, this module includes a separate Participant Packet with information on 

the module and the reading assignments. The Participant Packet should be either emailed 

to each participant or copied for each participant and given to them previous to the first 

session.  

 

Note: There will be some additional copying beyond the Participant Packet – see the 

“Attachments” to each of the sessions. This additional copying is included under “Items 

Needed for This Session” at the beginning of each session.  

 

Promoting the Program and Group Size 

Given that the program and its success is based on dialogue and on helping participants 

learn together and from one another, and given the amount of discussion material in this 

program, we recommend that the group be limited in size to ten people. If there are more 

than ten persons interested, you may want to form two groups. 

Prayer  

Prayer is an integral part of the process. Each session begins and ends with a prayer 

experience, and all prayers are clearly laid out in this document. The Opening Prayer 

follows a simple format involving 3 components: scripture, symbol and questions. The  
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Closing Prayer will revisit the scripture, invite everyone into a simple activity, and offer a 

question for ongoing reflection. 

 

Note: Facilitators might want to make copies of the reflection questions included in the 

prayers and give them to participants for their ongoing reflection and journaling following 

each session. 

 

Some participants may be intimidated or uncomfortable with public prayer. Inviting 

participants into a welcoming space that fosters an attitude of reverence helps people to 

feel at ease and can do much to deepen the bonds of community. Invite all in the group 

to put aside other things and enter fully into prayer – unhurried, fully present and 

attentive.  

 

Opening prayer should be one of the first activities for each gathering. Avoid the 

temptation to make long announcements or preempt prayer with a lot of directions about 

the exercises or discussions that lie ahead. Facilitators should set up the space before the 

group arrives so they are ready to welcome participants as they arrive.  

 

The closing prayer should be the last activity of each session. Avoid making additional 

announcements, continuing with business, or group discussion after prayer. The purpose 

of the culminating prayer is to re-gather and re-focus the group. This prayer provides the 

opportunity to bring the session to a prayerful completion, especially in situations where 

discussion was heated or where activities or questions were not fully addressed. 

Facilitators should be attentive to the ending time and avoid overlooking or short-

changing this time of prayerful togetherness.  

 

Note: If the group is meeting in the context of a church community, facilitator might ask 

the pastor to include a prayer for the group/s during the weekend services for each of the 

eight weeks the group will meet. 

Breaks  

A break is incorporated into every session. Many groups encourage one or two members 

to bring snacks/refreshments for these breaks. If you decide to do this, it is helpful to 

create and bring to Session One a sign-up sheet with the meeting dates and a space for 

participants to sign up to bring refreshments. Facilitators will need to make the 

arrangements for refreshments for Session One. 
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Participant Roster 

Participant Roster in both Word and Excel formats is included in the module documents 

available online. Gather this information during the Session One break. Transcribe the 

information into the Excel file or Word file and return it via e-mail to info@justfaith.org, or 

you may send the paper form (by the end of the second session) to JustFaith Ministries, 

P.O. Box 221348, Louisville, KY 40252. This assists JustFaith Ministries with tracking the 

breadth, scope and needs of the program as well as enabling ongoing communication 

with participants. 

 

Evaluations 

JustFaith Ministries provides both a participant and a facilitator evaluation, and each is 

very helpful to the ongoing development of modules in the JustMatters program. Please 

encourage all participants to complete the evaluation.  

 

Both the facilitator and the participant evaluation forms are online documents. Doing the 

evaluations online saves paper and time and allows the JustFaith Ministries staff to 

analyze the responses more effectively. Also, the online evaluations are easy to complete, 

and take only a few minutes to complete. They can be accessed at: 

http://justfaith.org/JustMatters/Evaluations/livingsolidarity-prot.html.  This “clickable” 

link to the participant evaluation is also in the Participant Packet and at the end of the 

Table of Contents. 

 

Please send a note reminding participants to fill out the evaluation before Session 8. 

There is an evaluation reminder document (Word format) included with the module 

materials online. Before Session 8, please cut and paste the text from this Word 

document into an e-mail and send to all the participants. This e-mail from you will provide 

participants with a direct link to the evaluation form, simplifying the process. 

 

Please tell participants that once they begin the online evaluation, they need to complete 

the whole thing in one sitting. Facilitators and participants may wish to take a few notes 

about the books, the film, the activities and conversations during the course of the module 

and have these notes handy when it comes time to complete the evaluation. 

 

Facilitators are asked to complete both a participant and a facilitator evaluation. Please 

ask everyone to complete the online evaluations within two weeks of finishing the module. 

The timely return of the evaluations is greatly appreciated. 

 

mailto:info@justfaith.org
http://justfaith.org/JustMatters/Evaluations/livingsolidarity-prot.html
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Next Steps 

During the final session of the module, there will be an opportunity to talk about what to 

do with the information learned and shared during the course of the module and to 

discuss whether the group will continue to meet and, if so, with what focus. It is important 

that participants have this intentional conversation to discuss what they have learned 

during the module and what they plan to do with what they have learned. 

 

Important things to keep me mind as you prepare for the final session include: First, 

participants will likely have varying interests, offer varied gifts, and differ on time 

available for future involvement. Second, the work of advocacy and social ministry is 

done best in groups. Third, the journey that may have started with the module will not 

stop here. Participants may or may not be ready to engage the world together. 

Encouraging on-going activity of some sort, though, is important. 

 

Ongoing Support 

The JustFaith Ministries office is available to assist you throughout this program. While we 

have attempted to make the materials as user-friendly as possible, you may want some 

additional information or have a group process concern. Please do not hesitate to contact 

either Mary Wright (mary@justfaith.org) or David Horvath (david@justfaith.org) or call the 

JustFaith Ministries office at 502-429-0865. 

mailto:mary@justfaith.org
mailto:david@justfaith.org
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SESSION ONE: Our Experience with Government 

 
 

Participants have no advance reading for this session. 

 

Items Needed for this Session  

 2-3 copies of Session One-Attachment A (for those who forget to bring the 

Participant Packet)  

 Copies of Session One-Attachment B for all participants 

 1 copy of the Participant Roster (Session One-Attachment C) 

 An envelope for each participant 

 Two simple signs that say “Completely Agree” and “Totally Disagree”, which you 

will tape at either end of the meeting room 

 For prayer: a pillar candle with a holder or base, a Bible with the following 

passages marked: Exodus 16: 2-3 and Luke 6: 38), matches, and a small (un-

sliced) loaf of bread 

 Two readers for both the opening and closing prayers facilitator. 

 If desired, copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to 

participants (at the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection.  

 Flipchart paper, easel and masking tape 

 

 

Objectives for Session One 

(Objectives for each session are also included in the Participant Packets.) 

 Create a safe space to explore personal attitudes and feelings about government 

 Learn from one another about your experiences with government and the common 

good 

Facilitator objective: Set a tone of shared responsibility for the group. 
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Schedule for this Session   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Prayer 15 
Introductions 30 
Group Guidelines and Role of 

Facilitator 
15 

Signs of the Times 5 
Impacts of the Recession 25 
Break 10 

Announcements 10 
Personal Survey 10 
Discussion of Activity 25 
Closing Prayer 5 
Total Time 150 minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

Writer and organizational consultant, Meg Wheatley, says you cannot be afraid of 

someone whose story you know, and learning more of each other’s stories will build trust. 

This session helps participants to know one another. 

 

This session allows people to describe their own experiences and attitudes, beginning 

with a neutral and open-ended question: “What were you raised to think about 

government and the role of government?”  

 

Another important objective is “setting the tone.” In addition to doing so with your words, 

voice and gestures, mention “About Your Facilitators” (Participants Packet, 5-6). 

 

It is important that all questions and conversation are free of judgment or attack. The tone 

of respect for different points of view is critical in this session. As facilitator, you are the 

keeper of the tone and trust as the group embarks on these discussions. 

 

Also, over the course of the first seven sessions, people may suggest possible activities 

(e.g., “We should read XX.” or “Let’s discuss XY issue.”). Facilitators are encouraged to 

have a flipchart and paper on which to keep a running list of these suggestions. This will 

be useful for the discussion in the closing session, Session Eight.  
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Session One Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (15 minutes) 

Facilitators may use the following or similar words to welcome participants and begin the 

Living Solidarity program:  

Welcome to the JustFaith Ministries program, Living Solidarity: Government, the 

Federal Budget and the Common Good. The goal of this popular education curriculum is 

to move beyond reflexive biases and myths and to create a space for thoughtful dialogue 

about the role of government and how to pay for it. We are not here to change each 

other’s minds, but to be deepened by one another’s experiences. 

 Too much power has been ceded to economists and those we consider experts on 

the economy. It is vital that all of us engage the conversation and bring our values to 

conversations about the economy. Scripture reminds us that we are responsible both for 

ourselves and for the common good. One of the ways in which we do this is through 

government that we hold together. To the extent there are things we don’t like about 

government, we are responsible for fixing it. Being informed and engaged about the 

government and budget issues is part of our civic and religious responsibility. 

  “What kind of society do we wish to become?” We will now begin to engage 

that conversation!  

 

Opening Prayer: 

Invite everyone to sit quietly in a comfortable position. Place items (candle, Bible, and a 

small, un-sliced loaf of bread) on a designated prayer table in a prominent place.  

 

Reading alternately, draw the group into stillness: 

Let us be still.   

 Let us breathe. 

 

 Pause  

 

Listen to the quiet sound of your own breathing… 

The give and the take of life… 

The breath upon which all life depends. 

 

 Pause  
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As you catch your breath, remember the gifts…  

of life… of water… of air.  

 

 Pause 

 

We lift up our hearts to the Source of all breath… 

the Holy One, Creator of all life.  

 

One reader lights the pillar candle while the other reader offers the following questions 

for silent reflection: 

Whose world is it anyway? 

Who’s REALLY in charge after all?  

 Pause  

One reader places the lit candle on the prayer table; takes the loaf of bread and places it 

beside the candle while the other reader says: 

Let us listen to the story of hungry people in the wilderness. 

 

Read Exodus 16:2-3. 

 

 Pause  

 

Offer the following questions for quiet reflection: 

Where does it all come from - the resources for living? 

Who is it all for? 

 

 Pause  

 

Conclude with this thanksgiving: 

Giver of Life,  

Accept our heartfelt thanks 

for the abundance of life which you so freely share. 

Amen. 
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Introductions (30 minutes) 

Depending on the group, facilitators might want to begin this segment with some version 

of the following: You may have been together before as a JustFaith Ministries group. / 

We have been together before. / We have new members. / You may have forgotten the 

name of that wonderful person sitting across from you. Let’s begin with each person 

stating your name, parish/church/organization, and one or two things about what you 

do. 

 

After everyone has done this, go around a second time, asking everyone to say their 

name again and to speak for 1 to 2 minutes about this question: What were you raised 

to think about government and the role of government?  

 

Note: This is a good time to get people to practice the art of short answers. Facilitators 

can begin, modeling model what short answers look like! 

 
Group Guidelines and Role of Facilitator (15 minutes)  

The Group Guidelines are in the Participant Packet with Session One and are included in 

this document as Session One-Attachment A. Distribute copies of the Guidelines to 

anyone who forgot to bring their Participant Packet.  

 

Give the group one minute to look over the guidelines. Then ask if the group wishes to 

make any changes. Amend the list as suggested. Then ask:  Can we agree to commit to 

these guidelines and hold each other accountable to these behaviors? (If needed, redo 

the list and distribute copies of the adjusted guidelines at the next session.) 

 

 
Group Brainstorm: Signs of the Times (5 minutes) 

This activity and the one following are designed to ground the group’s conversations in their 

own stories. For many people, topics like “government” or “taxes” are highly controversial. 

Before tackling these directly, use the following activity to think more broadly and personally 

about financial security (or insecurity) and the state of the economy. 

 

Use flipchart paper to take notes during this activity. Write down the responses to both 

questions. Note: Brainstorm exercises are designed to elicit brief responses to a question to 

create a list of ideas without a lot of conversation.  
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Ask: What are the “economic signs of the times”? 

 

Be sure to add something about your personal insecurity and some examples of local and 

national insecurity, e.g.: 

 Unemployment 

 Budget cuts 

 Foreclosure 

 Rising costs 

 
Impacts of the Great Recession (25 minutes) 

Ask participants to pair off with someone. Ask each person, in turn, to take about three 

minutes to respond to these questions: 

 Is the economic downturn touching you or someone you love? How so? 

 Do you fear it could touch you? If so, how? 

 

After each member of the pair has had a chance to share, bring the full group back 

together. Ask a few volunteers to briefly share their thoughts/reflection. Remind the group 

of the Guidelines and that no one is obliged to comment.  

 
Break (10 minutes) 

Have the copy of the Participant Roster and a pen at a table. Be sure each participant 

takes a minute during break to fill out this form.  

 

 
Announcements (10 minutes) 

 Several readings for the Living Solidarity: Government, the Federal Budget and the 

Common Good program are online. The link to these online readings is located at the 

top of the Table of Contents page of the Participant Packet. The readings are provided 

in this way in order to keep the costs of the program reasonable.  

 

 The final evaluation will be done online. Encourage participants to take a few notes 

during the course of the module about the books, the film you will watch, the activities 

and the conversations and to use these notes when it comes time to complete the 

evaluation.  
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 Readings for Session Two 

“Being a Civil Voice in Uncivil Times” (link on web reading page) 

Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapters One and Two.  

Walter Brueggemann “The Liturgy of Abundance, the Myth of Scarcity” (a link on 

the web reading page) 

 “Three Forks of the Commons” (link on web reading page) 

 

 Refer participants to the opening pages of their Participant Packet where it references 

mini-interviews and keeping a journal. Stress the importance of these two parts of the 

program design, sharing that doing both will enhance their experience and their 

learning. Tell participants that the mini-interview questions aim to lay a ground work 

for the next session and that the journaling/reflection questions are opportunities to 

reflect on the previous session. 

 

 Ask each participant to bring one dollar bill to contribute during prayer at the next 

session.  

 
Personal Survey (10 minutes) 

Begin this segment by giving each participant a copy of the “Personal Survey” (Session 

One-Attachment B) and one empty envelope. Tell participants the following: You will have 

8-9 minutes to complete the survey. The survey will ask for your opinions and impressions 

and your knowledge of government, taxes and budget issues. The survey will not be 

shared with anyone. Once you are finished, put the survey in the envelope you were 

given, seal it and write your name on it. I will collect all the envelopes and give them 

back to you during the last session. At that time, you will have an opportunity to share 

with others if you like, but there will be no pressure to do so. 

 

It is important for facilitators to watch the clock and collect the envelopes after 8-9 

minutes. (Be sure to keep these envelopes with the other materials for this program so that 

you can return them to the participants during Session Eight.) 

 
Discussion (25 minutes) 

Note that this discussion is intended to further draw out people’s experience and 

questions. Facilitators might also want to remind people that you are the facilitator, not 

the expert. 
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Share the following with participants: Our opening conversations got us thinking about 

the economy and our own stories of financial security and insecurity. Some people feel 

that the government has a role to play in addressing these issues. I am going to facilitate 

an open-ended discussion about the government. We have twenty-five minutes. The main 

objective here is to hear more from one another about our individual experiences. 

 

Note: You will not have time for all of these questions. That is okay. Chose those you 

think are most thought-provoking and relevant to your group.   

 

Questions for discussion: 

 Has the economic crisis led you to rethink the role of government? 

 Are there systems or structures that mitigate against effective government? 

 What are examples of government functioning well that we can think of? 

 What are specific examples of government malfunctioning? Why is this 

happening? 

 What would lead to greater trust in government? 

 

Bring the discussion to a close by restating that the goal of this program is not to debate 

or to change minds, but to be deepened by one another’s experiences. 

 

Closing Prayer (5 minutes) 

Call everyone to a moment of silence. 

 

One reader holds up the loaf of bread while the other offers the following questions for 

quiet reflection:  

 

Who is hungry this day? 

 

Who is hungry for . . .  

 food . . .dignity. . . friendship, hope, meaning, 

 a share in the promise of abundant life…? 

 

Invite participants to briefly name the hunger, the hungry people, or hungry places in their 

world. 

 

 Pause after everyone has spoken.  
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Pass the loaf of bread around the group, inviting everyone to break off a piece and hold 

it. When all have a piece of bread, invite them to eat while listening to a reading of Luke 

6: 38.  

 

After reading, eat your piece of bread before sharing the final prayer:  

  

Giving and receiving; 

Blessing and sharing; 

As it is in heaven,  

So may it be on earth.  

 

Amen. 
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Session One – Attachment A 

 

 

Faith Group Guidelines 
 

 

God has created each of us uniquely, and I recognize that everyone comes to this 

experience with very different backgrounds, experiences and views. I commit to honoring 

differences, knowing they add to the richness of the group’s experience. 

 

God frequently speaks through the unfamiliar and different. I will listen intently in order to 

fully understand different points of view, realizing these other views will help with my own 

evolving journey. 

 

Listening is an act of love and care. I will always listen respectfully and constructively 

(i.e., no side conversations, no interruptions). 

 

How I treat another person is much more important than my opinions and perspectives. I 

recognize that we are looking for truthful insights within potentially different views. I will 

respectfully seek clarification of other perspectives to add to my understanding. If I choose 

to disagree with a perspective that is different from mine, I will do this respectfully and 

lovingly. 

 

Because God made us, all persons are of equal importance and value, and all voices are 

important. I commit to assuring that everyone has an opportunity to speak, and I will 

encourage others to speak before I speak again. 

 

God has given each of us gifts that are given in the hope and expectation that these gifts 

will be shared. I will participate fully and share in the responsibility for the group’s 

process and experience 

 

Trust and respect must be offered as the terms of being together in this journey of faith. I 

will honor that everything that is shared within this group is to stay within this group. 
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 Session One – Attachment B  

 

Personal Survey 
 
Your facilitator will collect these surveys and put them in an envelope. At the end of the program, 

she or he will return them to you. This is private information, but you will have the option to share 

your answers as part of a discussion in Session Eight. 

 

1. In your opinion, what are three government functions that you think are most 

important? 

 

 

 

 

2. What are three examples of government waste (be specific)? 

 

 

 

 

3. How much was the federal U.S. budget in FY 2012?  

a. $850 billion  

b. $1.2 trillion 

c. 3.7 trillion 

d. 5.4 trillion 

 

4. What percentage of the federal budget goes to foreign aid? 

 a. 0.6 percent 

b. 2.7 percent 

 b. 12.9 percent 

 d. 19.3 percent 

 

6. Should we increase or decrease our non-military foreign aid? 

 a. Increase   b. Decrease  c. Not Sure  d. No Opinion 
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7. What percentage of our “discretionary” federal budget goes to defense/military and 

wars? (The discretionary portion does not include interest on debt, Social Security, 

Medicare and other entitlements we are “mandated” to pay.) 

 a. 26 percent 

 b. 54 percent 

 c. 19 percent 

 d. 58 percent 

 

8. Should we increase or decrease the amount we spend on defense and military? 

 a. Increase   b. Decrease  c. Not Sure  d. No Opinion 

 

 

9. What percentage of U.S. federal discretionary budget goes to education? 

 a. 1 percent  

 b. 4 percent 

 c. 12 percent  

 d. 19 percent 

 

 

10. Should we increase or decrease the amount of federal taxes we spend on education? 

 a. Increase   b. Decrease  c. Not Sure  d. No Opinion  

 

 

11. How large is our national debt? Identify the number closest to the current national 

debt.  

a. $500 billion  b. $1.6 trillion c. $7 trillion  d. $ 14 trillion 

 

 

12. Between 2008 and 2011, what has been the range of our annual federal deficits? 

 a. $100 - 200 billion   

b. $200 billion - $1 trillion  

c. $400 billion – $2 trillion 

d. $2 - $3 trillion 
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13. Taxes that require lower income households to pay a higher percent of their income 

are called “regressive” taxes. What is the most regressive tax?  

 a. Cigarette tax 

 b. Income tax 

 c. Estate tax 

 d. Capital Gains Tax 

 e. Alternative Minimum Tax 

 f. Gasoline excise tax 

 

14. Taxes that require wealthier households to pay a higher percent of their incomes are 

called “progressive taxes.” What is the most progressive tax? 

 a. Cigarette tax 

 b. Income tax 

 c. Estate tax 

 d. Capital Gains Tax 

 e. Alternative Minimum Tax 

 f. Gasoline excise tax 

 

15. How much wealth do you need to have before you have to pay a federal estate tax, 

also known as estate tax or death tax? (2011 levels) 

a. $10,000 

b. $100,000 

c. $500,000 

d. $3 million 

e. $10 million 

 

16. What are three government activities that you think should be funded by something 

other than tax dollars? 

 

 

 

17. Should we tax wages from work at a higher tax rate than income from investments? 

 a. Yes    

 b. No   

 c. Not Sure   

 d. No Opinion 
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18. Should we maintain an inheritance tax on multi-millionaires and billionaires? 

 a. Yes    

 b. No   

 c. Not Sure   

 d. No Opinion 

 

19. How well is the U.S. economy doing as a whole, relative to other countries, in terms 

of income per person? 

a. We’re the best 

b. In the top 10% 

c. In the top 50% 

d. In the bottom 50% 

 

20. In terms of average life expectancy? 

a. We’re the best 

b. In the top 10% 

c. In the top 50% 

d. In the bottom 50% 

 

21. How satisfied are you with the current overall U.S. tax structure? 

   a. Very satisfied    

 b. Satisfied   

 c. Unhappy   

 d. Very Unhappy 

 

22. Do you think that the taxes you and your family pay are fair? 

 a. Yes  b. No  c. Not Sure  d. No Opinion 

 

 

21. Give an example of a tax that you feel is fair. 

 

 

22. Give an example of a tax that you feel is unfair. 
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Session One: Attachment C 

 

Participant Roster – Living Solidarity 
 

Year _________ 

 
Church/Group Name ___________________________ __________________________    

                           

Address _______________________________________ City/State/Zip ____________________      

                                            
 

Facilitator NAME ADDRESS EMAIL  PHONE 

 

 

   

 

 

   

Participant NAME ADDRESS EMAIL  PHONE 

    

    

    

    

    

 

    

 

    

 

    

 

    

 
  

 

The supplied information will be used to send participants communications and updates and to 

send follow-up resources and communications after the program is completed. Please print 

legibly. 
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SESSION TWO: The Common Good and Government 

 
Participants will have read 

 Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapters One and Two.  

 Walter Brueggemann “The Liturgy of Abundance, the Myth of Scarcity” (link on 

web reading page) 

 “Three Forks of the Commons” (link on web reading page) 

 

Items Needed for this Session 

 Copies of Personal Survey for anyone not present at the first session 

 Copies of Session Two-Attachments A, B and C for all participants 

 Poster with the one sentence from the Activity on the “Introduction to the 

Commons” (see segment below) 

 Flipchart paper, easel, markers, masking tape 

 For prayer: a pillar candle with a base, a Bible (with the following passages 

marked at: Exodus 16: 4-5 and Matthew 6: 2-3), a large manila envelope 

 Three readers for prayer 

 Extra dollar bills (to contribute during prayer) for those who might have forgotten 

one and still want to contribute 

 If desired, copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to 

participants (at the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection 

 

Learning Objectives 

 Review some key Biblical principles as they relate to economic life and the 

common good  

 Prepare for subsequent discussions about the role of government, government 

budgets and taxation that are grounded in religious teachings 

 Introduce the concept of the commons or commonwealth 
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Schedule for this Session 

   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

Introductions 30 minutes 

The Bible and the Economy 35 minutes 

Break 15 minutes 

Announcements 5 minutes 

Activity: Introduction to the 

Commons 

45 minutes 

Closing Prayer 10 minutes 

Total Time 150 

minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

Session Two uses several “read aloud” statements to prime discussions. We will begin 

with Scripture and then introduce some information about the role of government. This is 

to lay a VALUES framework for subsequent discussions. As facilitator, you will need to try 

to hold this VALUES thread through all discussions.  

 

This session introduces the concept of “the commons” which probably will be new for 

most people. The commons is an old concept that is being revived as a way to talk about 

the stuff we hold together but that no one owns. It includes the gifts of creation – such as 

air, water, sunlight (the ecological commons) – and socially created wealth and 

institutions (such as libraries, music, and medical knowledge).  

 

Facilitators should have copies of the Personal Survey for any participant who missed 

Session One. Ask these participants to fill out the Survey during the break or to stay at the 

end of the session for 10 minutes to fill it out.  

 

In addition, facilitators should read the Tip O’Neil parable in advance to be prepared for 

the first activity for this session. 
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Session Two Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (10 minutes) 

 

Begin the session with these or similar words: Welcome to Session Two of the Living 

Solidarity module. We will begin this session by continuing to get to know one another; 

we will introduce ourselves in a way that is connected to our topic. During this session we 

also will introduce the concept of “the commons” which may be new for many of us. The 

commons is an old concept that is being revived as a way to talk about the stuff we hold 

together but that no one owns. It includes the gifts of creation – such as air, water, 

sunlight (the ecological commons) – and socially created wealth and institutions, such as 

libraries, music, and medical knowledge. We will return to this concept of the commons 

at the end of the module.  

 

Opening Prayer 

Invite everyone to sit quietly in a comfortable position. Put the prayer items and symbols 

(candle, Bible, envelope and marker) on the prayer table. Light the candle.  
 

Ask three readers to slowly read these three phrases, to draw people into stillness: 

 Be still!   

 Be quiet!  

 Be ready to receive the gift of this moment! 
 

 Pause  
 

Facilitator continues with these words: 

Put yourself into a receptive position:  

rest you hands on your lap  

with your palms upturned  

as though you were receiving a gift. 
 

Open the Bible and read Exodus 16: 4 - 5. 
 

 Pause  
 

Offer this question for quiet reflection: 

To whom do the earth and all her bounty belong? 
 

 Pause 
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Invite everyone to take out a dollar bill and examine it for a moment. Then offer these 

questions for reflection: 

What is money for? 

What does it tell us about value, or worth, or God? 
 

 Pause 
 

With the marker, write (in bold letters) on one side of the manila envelope, the phrase:  

“IN GOD WE TRUST” 

 

Pass the manila envelope around the group, and ask everyone to put their dollar bill into 

it. Then put the envelope back on the prayer table. 

 

Conclude: 

Source of All Life,  

We depend upon your generous abundance to feed our bodies and nourish our souls. 

May we be free to live up to our calling… as children of an outpouring God. Amen.  

 

 

Introduction (30 minutes) 

Read aloud the following humorous, political parable: “What are you doing with my tax 

dollars?” by Tip O’Neil. 

 

What Are You Doing with My Tax Dollars? 

 

Congressman Tip O’Neil of Massachusetts reportedly told a variation of this story. 

 

One of Tip’s constituents woke up one winter morning and turned on the radio to listen 

the weather report, provided by the National Weather Service. He heard the city  

snowplow go by, clearing his street. He made a cup of coffee with clean water - thanks to 

the Clean Water Act. He also cooked up some eggs and bacon for his family, food 

products that were certified by the meat inspectors at US Department of Agriculture. He 

didn’t worry for a moment that his family might be poisoned.  

 

He kissed his children good bye as they waited for the school bus to take them to the 

local public Elementary School and High School. His oldest daughter wanted to go to 
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college and was applying for financial aid loans. On his walk to the subway, he dropped 

her application letters in the US Post Office mailbox.  

 

He passed the senior housing building, where his dear mother lived. He didn’t worry for 

a second about his mother, who had quality health care paid for by Medicare, a monthly 

Social Security check and a secure, warm community to live in.  

 

He took the subway to the airport, half the cost of his ride was subsidized by state and 

federal transportation funds. He then flew to Washington on a plane inspected by 

Federal Aviation Agency inspectors, made secure by the Department of Homeland 

Security.  

 

On his way to the Capitol, he stopped for an hour at the free admission Smithsonian 

Museum of History. Then he went to his meeting with Congressman O’Neil. He burst into 

his office complaining “I don’t get anything for my tax dollars!” 

 

Following the reading, ask the group to take a moment of silence to think of one or two 

ways that government has touched their lives in the last 24 hours. Start by sharing a 

personal example or two about yourself – taking no more than 1-2 minutes. Examples: 

 My brother got a disability check which means he can live independently. 

 I took mass transit to my job downtown. 

 My child has a summer job with the city youth corps. 

 We live near a national forest or park which provides jobs and attracts 

recreational tourists. 

 

Then have each of the participants share their own personal examples in no more than 1-

2 minutes. (The amount of time will vary depending on the size of the group.) As 

facilitator, make sure this moves quickly without a lot of discussion. Also, keep a list of the 

ways that government has touched their lives in the last 24 hours on flipchart paper.  

 

 

The Bible and the Economy (35 minutes) 

 

Begin the session by reminding people that the topic of economics is covered widely 

throughout scripture.  Take about 5 minutes as a group to brainstorm a basic list of what 

the Bible has to say about money or the economy.  Encourage people to list both 
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general themes as well as specific Bible passages or stories.  List these on a flipchart that 

the whole group can see.   

 

When the group is done, pass out Session Two – Attachment A (God’s Economy). 

Introduce this next activity by letting people know that the group is now going to read 

aloud some of the most oft-referenced passages that deal with the economy.  (Some of 

these might be repeats of passages or stories that the group has already brainstormed.  

That is okay.) 

 

Go around the circle and have people read each passage aloud, leaving a few moments 

for silent reflection after each reading. 

 

For the next 15-20 minutes, engage the group in a discussion about the major themes 

they see in these passages.  List these on a new sheet of flip chart paper.  Encourage 

participants to refer to the preparatory readings if they would like.   

 

About 10 minutes before the close of this session, pose the following questions for 

discussion: 

- Is there anything from our first list that doesn’t square with the passages we read 

or the themes we named?  If so, might we have to reexamine what we thought we 

knew about the Bible and the economy? 

- Are there any themes on our second list with which you disagree?  Are there any 

themes that challenge you? 

How do these themes touch your life?  Do they offer comfort or challenge? 

 
Break (15 minutes) 

  
Announcements (5 minutes) 

Remind participants of the importance of their journaling, mini-interviews and web surfing 

assignments. Also, remind them of the readings for Session Three: 

 Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapter Three. 

 Christian Understanding of the Economy in an Age of Growing Scarcity (link on 

web reading page) 
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An Introduction to The Commons (45 minutes) 

Begin this segment with these or similar words: We now are going to explore the concept 

of the commons or “common wealth.” The commons offers an important framework for 

understanding the role of government.  

 

Hang the poster you made earlier or write this sentence on a white board or chalk board: 

Government is one way we fairly manage our “commonwealth” – the wealth we hold 

together yet none of us individually owns. 

 

Give each participant a copy of Session Two-Attachment B (Sources of Security) and ask 

them to reflect on the following question: What are the main sources of wealth and 

security in your life? Invite them to draw or write responses on the handout. 

 

Bring the group back together, ask them to refer to the “Three Forks of the Commons” (an 

online reading from the web reading page), and give each participant a copy of Session 

Two-Attachment C (What is The Commons?). Going around the group, ask each person 

to read one paragraph from this second handout until the whole document is read. 

 

Ask participants to reflect back on their handouts and notice any sources of security 

which are parts of the commons. Based on this discussion, are there things you would 

add to your handout that you hadn’t considered as part of your own wealth and security? 

 

Invite participants to break into pairs and share their handouts with each other for 10 

minutes. 

 

Bring the group back together and read the following aloud or use similar words: We’ve 

reviewed some Biblical principles and introduced this notion of the commons. We also  

read the article by theologian Walter Brueggemann called “The Liturgy of Abundance, 

the Myth of Scarcity.” We are now going to share some of our thinking about these 

readings and topics that might have surfaced. It is important to note that the questions we 

will use for discussion are largely open-ended, opinion questions that do not have a 

“correct” answer. 

 

Facilitators may choose from the discussion questions below, use them as prompts for 

questions of their own, or other questions that the readings might have prompted the 

group to ask.  
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 What are forms of commons or common wealth that you see around you (the 

wealth we hold together that none of us individually own)? 

 Possible responses: 

o Ecological commons which sustains our life (like water) 

o Infrastructure like transportation, roads, railroads 

o Libraries, the internet 

o Our church community and all that happens around it 

o Most of what we know is built on a commons of knowledge 

 

 What role should government play in relation to the commons? 

 Possible responses: 

o We are stewards of the commons and our commonwealth 

o Help manage and protect the commons 

o Ensure wide access to forms of commonwealth such as education, 

knowledge, public infrastructures 

 

 Does this concept – the commons -- change the way you think about wealth, or 

your own security? If so, in what ways? 

 

 What is the purpose of the economy? 

 Possible responses: 

o To buy stuff? To create and consume? 

o Christian teaching suggests that the purpose of an economy is to support 

the flourishing of life 

o We don’t ask this question enough. If we did, the economy might be 

organized differently. 

 

 Do you see ways in which the commons is being converted into things for sale? 

 Possible responses: 

o Selling of genes and body parts 

o Turning water into a commodity 

o Advertisements encroaching into our private spheres 

o Natural healing and traditional medicines becoming expensive treatments 

 

Conclude Session Two by thanking everyone for sharing their thoughts and ideas, and 

suggest that they reread the handout, “What is The Commons?” and spend some time 

during the coming week journaling about the idea of the commons and common wealth. 
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Closing Prayer (10 minutes) 

Call everyone to a moment of silence. 

 

With a marker, write (in bold letters) on the other side of the manila envelope (used in the 

opening prayer) with the dollar bills the word: “COMMON-WEALTH”. 

 

Share this reflection: 

The word “ALMS” or “ALMS GIVING”  

is rooted in the Greek word for being compassionate. 

Giving alms, being compassionate,  

is NOT optional for disciples of Jesus. 

 

Read Matthew 6: 2 - 3.  

 

Then share the following:  

Giving alms is our tithe, our “love tax,” freely given to those most in need. 

Let us silently call to mind the people in need in our community. 

 

 Pause 

 

Let us name those people! 

As participants speak the names of needy people or populations, write those names on 

the envelope. 

 

 Pause 
 

Let us silently call to mind the people who serve them.  
 

 Pause  
 

Let us now name those ministries and agencies that extend compassionate care.  
  

As participants speak the names of caring ministries and agencies, again, write those 

names on the envelope. 

 

After everyone has spoken, offer the following: 
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Glory to You, Source of All Being! 

May your love never be withheld,  

but flow freely,  

like a merciful rain  

for a parched people. 
 

 Pause  

 

Amen. 
 

 

Invite everyone to add to the common-wealth collection. Share this love tithe with one of 

the agencies listed. 
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Session Two-Attachment A 

 

God’s Economy 

 

Genesis 1:31-2:3 
31

God saw everything that he had made, and indeed, it was very good.  And there was evening and there 

was morning, the sixth day.  
1
Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all their multitude.  

2
And 

on the seventh day God finished the work that he had done, and he rested on the seventh day from all the 

work that he had done.  
3
So God blessed the seventh day and hallowed it, because on it God rested from 

all the work that he had done in creation. 

 

Exodus 16:13-18; 22; 26 
13

In the evening quails came up and covered the camp; and in the morning there was a layer of dew 

around the camp.  
14

When the layer of dew lifted, there on the surface of the wilderness was a fine flaky 

substance, as fine as frost on the ground.  
15

When the Israelites saw it, they said to one another, “What is 

it?”  For they did not know what it was.  Moses said to them, “It is the bread that the LORD has given you 

to eat.  
16

This is what the LORD has commanded: ‘Gather as much of it as each of you needs, an omer to a 

person according to the number of persons, all providing for those in their own tents.’”  
17

The Israelites 

did so, some gathering more, some less. 
18

But when they measured it with an omer, those who gathered 

much had nothing over, and those who gathered little had no shortage; they gathered as much as each of 

them needed.  
22

On the sixth day they gathered twice as much food, two omers apiece.  
26

[Moses said] 

“Six days you shall gather it; but on the seventh day, which is a Sabbath, there will be none.” 

 

Exodus 23:10-11 
10

For six years you shall sow your land and gather in its yield; 
11

but the seventh year you shall let it rest 

and lie fallow, so that the poor of your people may eat; and what they leave the wild animals may eat.  

You shall do the same with your vineyard, and with your olive orchard. 

 

Leviticus 25:8; 10 
8
You shall count off seven weeks of years, seven times seven years, so that the period of seven weeks of 

years gives forty-nine years. 
 10

And you shall hallow the fiftieth year and you shall proclaim liberty 

throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be a jubilee for you: you shall return, every one of you, 

to your property and every one of you to your family. 

 

Psalm 24:1 

The earth is the Lord’s and all that is in it, the world, and those who live in it. 

 

Amos 8:4-8 

“
4
Hear this, you that trample on the needy, and bring to ruin the poor of the land, 

5
saying, ‘When will the 

new moon be over so that we may sell grain; and the sabbath, so that we may offer wheat for sale? We 
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will make the ephah small and the shekel great, and practice deceit with false balances, 
6
buying the poor 

for silver and the needy for a pair of sandals, and selling the sweepings of the wheat.’ 
7
The LORD has 

sworn by the pride of Jacob: ‘Surely I will never forget any of their deeds.
8
Shall not the land tremble on 

this account, and everyone mourn who lives in it, and all of it rise like the Nile, and be tossed about and 

sink again, like the Nile of Egypt?’” 

 

Matthew 6:11-12 

11
Give us this day our daily bread.  

12
And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. 

 

Matthew 22:34-40 

34
When the Pharisees heard that he had silenced the Sadducees, they gathered together, 

35
and one of them, 

a lawyer, asked him a question to test him. 
36

“Teacher, which commandment in the law is the 

greatest?” 
37

He said to him, “‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your 

soul, and with all your mind.’ 
38

This is the greatest and first commandment. 
39

And a second is like it: 

‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ 
40

On these two commandments hang all the law and the 

prophets.” 

 

Luke 4:16-19 

16
When he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up, he went to the synagogue on the sabbath 

day, as was his custom. He stood up to read, 
17

and the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him. He 

unrolled the scroll and found the place where it was written: 
18

“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because 

he has anointed me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and 

recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, 
19

to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.” 

 

Acts 2:42-47 
42

They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and the 

prayers. 
43

Awe came upon everyone, because many wonders and signs were being done by the 

apostles.
44

All who believed were together and had all things in common; 
45

they would sell their 

possessions and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. 
46

Day by day, as they spent 

much time together in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and generous 

hearts, 
47

praising God and having the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord added to their 

number those who were being saved. 
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Session Two-Attachment B 
 

 

 

 

Sources of Security 

 

What are the main sources of wealth and security in your life? 

Draw or write responses below. 
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Session Two-Attachment C 

 

 

What is the Commons? 
 
The Commons is the vast wealth of natural and human achievement that we inherit together and have an 

obligation to pass on, undiminished, to future generations. 

 

The Commons is like a river with three tributaries: nature-based, culture-based, and community/societal. The 

natural commons includes air, water, seeds, and biodiversity. These are all gifts we collectively inherit from 

creation. We didn’t make them. They are just here for us. The cultural commons describes the gifts of 

knowledge such as art, science, philosophy, language and mathematics. The community/societal commons 

includes a wealth of things, from the neighborhood playground and library to the Internet to Social Security. 

It’s our ‘we-ness’ as opposed to our individual selves.  

 

The Commons has provided basic sustenance throughout human existence; The Commons supplies 

everyone’s food, water, fuel and medicines. 

 

The Commons is our knowledge bank: it holds humanity’s vast store of science, art, customs and laws and is 

the seedbed of all human creativity. 

 

The Commons is communication: humans communicate through shared languages that are living products of many 

generations, and through collective creations like the Internet. 

 

The Commons is community: the public square, the school gym and the neighborhood. Outside of families, it 

is the glue that holds us all together. 

 

The Commons is a worldview, a perspective, a subjective sense of the world. 

This is our common wealth, yet we have forgotten how to recognize and take care of the commons. We 

passively accept the "enclosure" of our commons, which transforms shared resources enjoyed by all into 

private commodities available only to those who can afford them. By doing so, we strengthen the narrow 

version of economics that dominates in the United States today -- a version that presumes that the only 

important value is created through market exchange. 

 

The Commons needs to be managed and owned by organizations with a commitment to the common good. 

These institutions could be private trusts, nonprofit corporations and public governmental entities. Government 

has an important role in both designating commons and establishing legal frameworks for protecting them. 

And in some cases, local, state and federal government may own, regulate and manage the commons. Taxation 

is one of the ways we pay for the protection of the commons. In other cases, The Commons will be managed 

by a commonwealth institution. 
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SESSION THREE: Who is Responsible?  

 

 
Participants will have read 

 Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapter Three. 

 Christian Understanding of the Economy in an Age of Growing Scarcity (link on 

web-reading page) 
 

Items Needed for this Session 

 Copies of Session Three-Attachments A, B and C for all participants 

 40-50 Post-It Notes (Ideally 3” x 4” or slightly larger)  

 Four pieces of large flipchart paper and write one of each of the following at the 

top of each of the four pieces of paper: “Federal Responsibility,” “State 

Responsibility,” “County/Local Responsibility” and “Charity/Private Response” 

 For prayer: a pillar candle, a Bible (with the following passages marked at: Isaiah 

55: 1-2; Luke 10: 25-37 and John 13: 3-15), a pitcher of water, a large bowl, 

and a towel 

 One volunteer for prayer (plus the facilitator) 

 If desired, copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to 

participants (at the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection 

 

Learning Objectives 

 Explore Christian principles of the common good and engagement in public life.  

 Consider the different levels of government and their current allocation of functions 

and responsibilities 

 Begin to explore the moral dimensions of public sector budgeting 

 Consider our own priorities along side actual federal budget priorities 
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Schedule for this Session 

   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

Activity: Common Ground 10 minutes 

Government and Social 

Responsibility 

45 minutes 

Break 15 minutes 

Announcements 15 minutes 

Activity: Different Levels of 

Government 

45 minutes 

Closing Prayer 10 minutes 

Total Time 150 

minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

We often lump together the different functions of government into one big level we call: 

“government.” In fact, there are many layers of government and governance. If someone 

has had a bad experience with local government – a zoning or land use issue, for 

example – that may influence their feelings about all government institutions. Session 

Three is aimed at deepening our understanding of the different levels and functions of 

government. Facilitators will need to prepare a few charts and set up the room in 

advance of the session (see activities below). 

 

Session Three Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (10 minutes)  

Facilitators might start Session Three with these or similar words: Welcome to Session 

Three of the Living Solidarity: Government, the Federal Budget and the Common Good 

program. This session develops the Gospel themes of the common good and public 

responsibility; and considers the different levels of government and their current allocation 

of functions and responsibilities. 
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Opening Prayer 

Invite everyone to sit quietly in a comfortable position. Put the prayer symbols (candle, 

Bible, pitcher of water, larger bowl, and towel) on the prayer table. Light the candle. 
  

Slowly share these words, to draw people into stillness: 

 Catch your breath! 

  …And breathe into this time and place.   

 

 Pause  

 

While facilitator reads Isaiah 55:1-2, have a volunteer pour some of the water from the 

pitcher into the bowl. 

 

 Pause  

 

Offer these questions for silent reflection: 

 Who am I responsible for? 

 Am I my neighbor’s keeper? 
 

Pick up the Bible and read Luke 10:25-37. 

 

 Pause 

 

Close with the following: 

Neighbor Christ, 

you break into our lives well-disguised: 

–as a refugee, a stranger, an outsider, a wounded teacher -   

Who is your caretaker?  

Are we responsible for you too? 

  

Grant that we will welcome you in our brother, in our sister. 

Grant that we will welcome you in our neighborhood.  

 

Pause 

 

Amen. 
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Activity: Common Ground (10 minute) 

This short, warm up activity allows people to continue to get to know each other better. 

Attention to time will be important, so facilitators should read through this segment in 

advance in order to be fully prepared. 

 

Ask participants to stand in a circle, and then share the following: I will read a statement 

prefaced with the words, “Common Ground for…”, and if that statement is true for me, I 

will step into the middle of the circle. If is true for you, then you also will step into the 

middle of the circle. After several rounds of this, I will invite each of you to offer a 

common ground statement or two on any topic of your choice. There are two simple 

“ground rules” to this activity: First, whatever you suggest should be true for you. Second, 

while everyone is encouraged to participate, you do have the option to not step into the 

circle and may pass on revealing anything you really don’t wish to share.” 

 

As facilitator, start with several common ground statements that are fun and light hearted 

and then move to common ground statements that are related to the theme of the module. 

You may use the examples below or make up a list of your own.   

 

Examples of fun and light hearted Common ground statements … 

Common Ground for those who … 

 Love dogs 

 Got less than 7 hours sleep last night 

 Have grandchildren 

 Have lived in XX (your town/city) for more than 10 years 

 Were born before 1960  

 Were born since 1960 

 Are a basketball fan (name a local team?) 

 

Examples of Common ground related to the theme of the module: 

Common ground for those who … 

 Have a library card 

 Have used the library in the last year 

 Trust your neighbors with your house key 

 Have ever served in local government 

 Have ever run for public office 

 Have ever attended a city council or municipal government meeting 
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 Have ever met with your Congressional representative about an issue 

 Have been to your Congressional office in Washington D.C. 

 Have worked at a soup kitchen 

 Have lobbied on a social justice issue  

 Invite other questions related to the module or as a way for  people to get to 

know each other.  

 

If time permits, invite participants to offer a common ground statement on any topic. 

Remind people that it should be true for them and that no one has to step into the circle. 

Give no more than 2 or 3 minutes to this segment. 

 

Conclude this segment by thanking everyone for sharing a little more about themselves 

and inviting them to sit down.  

 
Activity: Government and Social Responsibility (45 minutes) 

During this segment, we are going to look closely at two important Gospel themes: the 

common good and public responsibility. We will then discuss each of them in relationship 

to the government and social responsibility.  

 

Give everyone a copy of Session Three-Attachment A (Common Good), and ask two 

different volunteers to read the statements about the two themes. After the statements for 

all three themes have been read aloud, open the discussion. Below are some open-ended 

questions with some prompts to offer if the discussion is slow to percolate. 

 

Note: Facilitators should choose those questions which they think are most relevant to 

their group. It is okay not to cover all of the questions. Also, it is important to keep the 

conversation going and to not let one or two people dominate a discussion.  

 

 In the Fixing the Moral Deficit, Ron Sider says that “biblically shaped political 

engagement. . . will emphasize freedom for individuals. . . but also demand that 

individuals subordinate personal self-interest to the common good.”   Is this a 

commonly-held viewpoint in your church experience? 

 Discussion prompt, if needed: 

o Have you heard sermons – or other public statements – about Christian 

responsibility for the common good during the economic crisis that began in 

2008?  If so, what did they say? If not, how do you interpret the silence?  
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 What is the opposite of the common good? 

 Possible responses: Extreme individualism, selfishness, private security 

 

 Which of the excerpts about the common good and engagement in public life 

particularly interests you? Why?   

Discussion prompt, if needed: Any surprises? Anything you disagree with? 

Anything you wish more Christians believed?  

 

 Name examples of Christian churches or groups striving “to help government live 

up to its divine mandate to render justice?” [National Association of Evangelicals] 

How are their efforts viewed by the wider church and society?  

  

Bring this discussion to a close by referring to the importance of focusing discussions on 

values we hold individually and collectively as citizens. Then briefly summarize some key 

messages of the discussion … even if this means that your summary is a brief statement 

about the wide variety of opinions in the room!  

 
Break (15 minutes) 

 
Announcements (15 minutes) 

Remind participants of the importance of the journaling, mini-interviews and web surfing 

assignments. Also, remind them of their readings for the next session: 

 Brian M. Riedl, “How Congress Can Achieve Savings of 1 Percent By Targeting 

Waste, Fraud and Abuse,” The Heritage Foundation, August 28, 2003 (link on 

web reading page) 

 Peter Bernstein, “Don’t Like Taxes? Consider the Alternative,” The New York Times, 

February 10, 2008 (link on web reading page) 

 

Each participant will also need to bring two rolls of pennies (100 pennies) to the next 

session, Session Four. Ask everyone to make a note about this and to help remind each 

other in advance of the next session. 

 

This is also the time to introduce the possibility of the group doing a field trip together. 

Tell the group that the importance of a field trip is that you learn from others outside of 

your group and that you have a shared experience, which helps build up the idea that  
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we are all in this together and that together we can make a difference. Then give 

everyone a copy of Session Three-Attachment B (Field Trip Possibilities) and give the 

group a few minutes to read through the document. Discuss adding a session in the 

middle of the module for this field trip or committing to a follow up session (a Session 

Nine). Set a date for doing so! Then ask for volunteers to make arrangements and give 

updates and reminders during announcements at the next sessions. 

 
Activity: Different Levels of Government (45 minutes) 

Note: The four flipchart papers with the different levels of government at the top will need 

to be posted in the room after the following brief opening of this segment. 

 

Begin this segment by handing out markers and Post-It notes and dividing the group into 

pairs. Keep some blank Post-It notes for use later on.  

 

Then use these or similar words to introduce this activity: Sometimes when we use the 

word “government” we are lumping together lots of different levels of government and 

functions. During this activity, we will explore the different branches of government and 

their different roles and duties. In pairs, we are going to brainstorm both the different 

things a community needs and government responsibilities. For instance, many 

communities need snow removal and all communities need water quality protection and 

the government is responsible for both. In your pairs, take 5 minutes and come up with a 

list of community needs with a corresponding list of government functions or 

responsibilities. Write them on the Post-It notes. 

 

After 5 minutes, invite everyone to come back together.  

 

Use these or similar words to invite participants to the next stage of this activity: I have put 

up four charts of flipchart paper, each separately labeled “Federal,” “State,” 

“County/Local” and “Charity/Private.” These represent different levels of government and 

private responsibility. Let’s all stand up and gather around these flipchart papers. Each 

pair is invited to put up your Post-It notes where you think they belong. What branch of 

government should have PRIMARY responsibility for addressing the community needs you 

identified? For example: “Snow Removal” is primarily a LOCAL government 

responsibility. That Post-It note would go on the “Local” Chart. For some needs, there most 

likely will be duplication, even disagreement, which is fine. Also, there are some blank  
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Post-It notes (point to where they are), and you are invited to add other or additional 

functions and responsibilities of government. 

  

After no more than 5 minutes, ask everyone to sit down where they can see each of the 

charts. As facilitator, feel free to cluster overlapping or repetitious post-it-notes together.  

 

The following questions are offered to help start a discussion. Facilitators can use their 

own questions, questions from within the group, or as many of the following questions as 

desired. (Note: The list of questions is for the facilitator. The list is not to be given to the 

group. Also, it is important that the facilitator choose the questions and direct the flow of 

the conversation.) Facilitators should keep this discussion focused on values not just 

opinions – i.e., push participants to identify the values of their faith response if they are 

simply offering or sharing an opinion. 

 

 With which community needs did we have agreement as to where the function of 

government should reside? 

Possible response: Many often agree with land use decisions being decided at the 

local level, except if it involves managing a wider natural resource like a river or lake. 

 

 What community needs and government functions cut across multiple jurisdictions? 

Possible response: K-12 Education - local jurisdictions are primarily responsible, but 

state and federal governments play an important role in setting standards and 

providing resources. 

 

 Are there places where you disagree with where government responsibility 

currently lies? 

Possible response: The U.S. Constitution is full of places where the powers between 

federal and state governments are unclear. To this day, courts have been sorting out 

these differences. The reliance on property taxes to pay for local education often 

reinforces inequalities between communities. 

 

 Are there government functions/responsibilities you believe should be addressed 

by private charity or non-governmental entities? 
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 Why are many government programs that address poverty, such as food stamps, 

at the federal level? 

Possible response: Historically anti-poverty programs were instituted at the federal 

level to override local prejudices and historical exclusions. Federal government can 

generate funds through its taxing authority and spend across rich and poor 

communities.  

 

 Are there important functions/responsibilities of government that are missing? (Fill 

out empty Post-It notes and put them on the charts if some are mentioned.) 

 

 Should important functions/responsibilities, like children’s health care, be left up to 

states? Why? Why not? Should there be wide differences in children’s health care 

between states? Why? Why not? 

 

 Should education be largely paid for by local property taxes? How can this create 

inequities between localities? 

 

 In your mini-interviews, did people’s attitudes about taxes have to do with local 

versus federal? Did people feel better about local taxes? 

 

End the discussion after 30 minutes and give everyone a copy of Session Three-

Attachment C (Different Levels of Government), the chart of different allocations of 

government responsibilities and duties and the ways in which these different jurisdictions 

raise revenue for these functions. State that this chart is not about “right” answers, but a 

tool compiled from multiple sources. As time permits, ask participants to spend a few 

minutes looking at this chart and considering it along side the group’s flipchart papers. 

 
Closing Prayer (10 minutes) 

Invite everyone to a moment of silence. 

Then ask everyone to put their hands on their laps and examine them. Offer this 

reflection:   

“Christ has no hands but yours… 

Christ has no body but yours… 

No hands… no feet… no body…. on earth but yours.”  
  (St. Teresa of Avila) 
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Then offer this statement for quiet reflection: 

If we’re NOT responsible for the whole,  

then surely we ARE responsible for the world within our reach. 

 

 Pause  

 

Share these thoughts:  

Our hands are designed for the caring, feeding, holding, tending work of the Gospel. 

There is great power in these hands. 

 

 Pause  

 

Let us bless the hands of Christ, by washing and drying each other’s hands. 
 

With the facilitator taking the lead, invite people to step up, one by one, to the pitcher 

and bowl and, taking turns, wash and dry each other’s hands.  

 

While participants are washing each other’s hands, facilitator reads John 13: 3-15. 
 

Close with these words of St. Teresa of Avila, inviting people to echo this prayer, line by 

line:  

 Facilitator: Christ has no hands but yours…  

  Participants: Christ has no hands but yours… 

 Facilitator: Christ has no body but yours…  

  Participants: Christ has no body but yours… 

 Facilitator: No body on earth but yours…   

  Participants: No body on earth but yours.                         Amen. 
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Session Three-Attachment A 

 

Common Good & Engagement in Public Life 
 

 

Common Good 

We believe in the right and duty of persons to work for the glory of God and the good of 

themselves and others and in the protection of their welfare in so doing; in the rights to 

property as a trust from God, collective bargaining, and responsible consumption; and in the 

elimination of economic and social distress. 

United Methodist Church, Our Social Creed 

http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=1836 

 
 

Covenant is the biblical concept which points to this quality of community. Covenant is the 

name for human community defined by the individual’s commitment to the well-being of all 

within the community. Covenant is the context in which individuals flourish in community as 

one family. In the covenant community, the organization of society is based on our 

recognition that we are our brothers’ and sisters’ keepers, and they are ours. The singular 

pursuit of self interest, even in the economy, has no biblical warrant. Indeed, the Bible warns 

against the seductive nature of possessions and wealth, as well as the idolatry that results 

when we identify ourselves with them and endlessly strive to obtain them. With realism we 

recognize the power of financial incentives, but Jesus’ greatest commandments broadcast the 

greater incentives of love. 

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Living Through Economic Crisis 
http://www.pcusa.org/resource/living-through-economic-crisis-churchs-witness-tro/ 

 

We are baptized into Jesus Christ and are bound together in covenant to Him, to each other 

and to His vision of a just society. As baptized Christians living in wealthy, prosperous 

America, we find ourselves in a very ambiguous situation. While many of us enjoy the fruits 

of our labor and participate in the astonishing economic success of our nation, we are also 

painfully aware that a substantial portion of our national wealth is gained through a global 

economic dominance and in domestic economic policies that disadvantage and, in some 

cases, impoverish others. 

United Church of Christ. An Economic Justice Covenant 2009. 

http://www.ucc.org/synod/resolutions/gs27/economic-justice.pdf 

 

http://archives.umc.org/interior.asp?mid=1836
http://www.pcusa.org/resource/living-through-economic-crisis-churchs-witness-tro/
http://www.ucc.org/synod/resolutions/gs27/economic-justice.pdf
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Common Good & Engagement in Public Life – page 2 

 

 

 

When we pray in the Lord’s Prayer, “Give us this day our daily bread,” we place ourselves in 

tension with economic assumptions of our society. Rather than being self-sufficient, we need 

and depend on what God gives or provides through people, practices, and systems. “Daily 

bread” is not earned by efforts of individuals alone, but is made possible through a variety of 

relationships and institutions. God gives in ways that expand our notions of who “us” 

includes, from people close at hand to those around the globe. In stark contrast to those who 

seek unchecked accumulation and profit, our attention is drawn to those who are desperate 

for what will sustain their lives for just this day. 

Evangelical Lutheran Church in America,  

A Social Statement on a Sufficient, Sustainable Livelihood for All, 1999.  
http://resources.elca.org/Social_Issues-Sufficient_Sustainable_Livelihood_for_All.html 

 

 

 

Engagement in Public Life 

We engage in public life because God created our first parents in his image and gave them 

dominion over the earth (Gen. 1:27-28). The responsibilities that emerge from that mandate 

are many, and in a modern society those responsibilities rightly flow to many different 

institutions, including governments, families, churches, schools, businesses, and labor unions. 

Just governance is part of our calling in creation. 

 

We also engage in public life because Jesus is Lord over every area of life. Through him all 

things were created (Col. 1:16-17), and by him all things will be brought to fullness (Rom. 

8:19-21). To restrict our stewardship to the private sphere would be to deny an important 

part of his dominion and to functionally abandon it to the Evil One. To restrict our political 

concerns to matters that touch only on the private and the domestic spheres is to deny the all-

encompassing Lordship of Jesus (Rev. 19:16).  

 

As Christian citizens, we believe it is our calling to help government live up to its divine 

mandate to render justice (Rom. 13:1-7; 1 Pet. 2:13-17). From the teachings of the Bible and 

our experience of salvation, we Christians bring a unique vision to our participation in the 

political order and a conviction that changed people and transformed communities are 

possible. In the power of the Holy Spirit, we are compelled outward in service to God and 

neighbor. 

http://resources.elca.org/Social_Issues-Sufficient_Sustainable_Livelihood_for_All.html
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Common Good & Engagement in Public Life – page 3 

 

 

 

Jesus calls us as his followers to love our neighbors as ourselves. Our goal in civic 

engagement is to bless our neighbors by making good laws. Because we have been called to 

do justice to our neighbors, we foster a free press; participate in open debate, vote, and hold  

public office. When Christians do justice, it speaks loudly about God. And it can show those 

who are not believers how the Christian vision can contribute to the common good and help 

alleviate the ills of society. 

For the Health of the Nation: An Evangelical Call to Civic Responsibility, 2004.  

http://www.nae.net/government-relations/for-the-health-of-the-nation 

 

 

By engaging with the public order we work to create a common good. As Christians in the 

Reformed tradition, we have been guided by John Calvin’s concept of a third use of God’s 

law: namely, that through the gift of God’s grace, we can strive to live more faithfully not only 

as individuals, but as community.[xxv] Seeing God at work in all of life, we see the public 

arena of laws and policies as instruments through which the good of all should be discerned, 

provided and defended. Good laws and policies guide believers and non-believers to live 

together in mutual regard for the good of all. It is because government works for the good of 

all that Calvin considered service in it the “highest vocation.” 

Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) Living Through Economic Crisis 

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/living-through-economic-crisis-churchs-witness-tro/ 

http://www.nae.net/government-relations/for-the-health-of-the-nation
http://www.pcusa.org/resource/living-through-economic-crisis-churchs-witness-tro/
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Session Three-Attachment B  

 

Field Trip Possibilities 
 

Local Community Budget Process 

The goal of this activity would be to bring your values into the public square at the local level by 

learning more about local budgeting and engaging as citizens.   

  

 Steps include: 

1. Obtain a copy of a municipal or county budget. Distribute to the group. 

2. Meet to examine it together and identify values issues and questions. 

3. Attend a budget hearing or meet with town manager or municipal budget official. Bring 

prepared questions and concerns to discuss. 

4. Take time to reflect on the experience and its implications for the community/the 

commons, as well as for the group and for each participant individually. 

 

Identify a Federal Budget Issue and Organize “An Offering of Letters” 

Identify a specific budget issue about which your group has identified a strong  values link and 

would like to educate yourselves and others. Then engage in advocacy around that budget issue 

by writing letters and doing an educational event to get others to write letters.  

 

Bread For the World, a collective Christian voice urging our nation’s decision makers to end 

hunger at home and abroad, provides resources to help groups organize an offering of letters. 

www.bread.org/ol/  

 

Meet with your Congress people on federal budget and tax matters 

 Set up appointment with your U.S. representative or policy staff person when they are in your 

district. (Your group may have more than one representative.) 

 Prepare questions and points related to your values that you would like to make with them. 

 Follow-up with thank you notes and any additional information you agree to send the 

Representative. 

 

Visit a local nursing home that accepts patients whose care is covered by Medicaid, or a school or 

social service program that receives (or has received) federal funding. 

 Arrange to meet with volunteers, staff and patients (or students, clients). Let them know that you 

want to better understand the daily challenges they face, including that of maintaining funding for 

their services/programs.  

 Prepare questions that help you learn about the needs of the patients (students, clients) and about 

how the institution is funded.  

 Follow-up with a thank you note.  

http://www.bread.org/ol/
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Session Three-Attachment C  

 

Different Levels of Government 
 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

 

STATE GOVERNMENT 

 

 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

(counties, municipalities, 

townships, school districts) 

 

Responsibilities and 

Spending 

 
Social Security and 

Medicare 
National Parks and 

Conservation 
Defense 
Highway and Airport 

Construction 
Postal Service 
Currency 
Interstate and International 

Trade 

 

Responsibilities and 

Spending 

 
Education – approximately 

28% of state budgets 
Public Welfare Benefits – 

approximately 14% of state 

budgets 
Highways – approximately 

5% of state budgets 
Other Transit 
Conservation 
Police and Corrections 

Systems 

Responsibilities and 

Spending 

 
Education (primarily K-12 

public schools) 
Road maintenance 
Local law enforcement 
Roads 
Fire Departments 

 

Taxation 

 
Personal income taxes – 

43% of total federal revenue 
Social security and 

Medicare payroll taxes – 

35% 
Corporate income taxes – 

13% 
Other taxes (including estate 

tax) – 5% 
Excise taxes on gasoline 

and other fuels – 4% 

 

Taxation 

 
Sales taxes, including “sin 

taxes” on products including 

cigarettes and liquor (DE, OR, 

MT, and NH have no state or 

local sales taxes; AK has no 

state sales tax, but allows 

localities to collect sales taxes) 

Income taxes (AL, FL, NV, SD, 

TX, WA, and WY do not levy 

an individual income tax; NH 

& TN only tax interest and 

dividend income) 

Excise taxes 

Automobile license fees 

Personal property taxes 

Taxation 

 
Property taxes, mainly on 

real estate 
Sales taxes 
Use taxes 
Taxes to improve parks, 

schools, local roads, etc. 
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SESSION FOUR: My Priorities, Our Budget 

 
Participants will have read 

 Brian M. Riedl, “How Congress Can Achieve Savings of 1 Percent By Targeting 

Waste, Fraud and Abuse,” The Heritage Foundation, August 28, 2003 (web 

reading page link) 

 Peter Bernstein, “Don’t Like Taxes? Consider the Alternative,” The New York Times, 

February 10, 2008 (web reading page link) 

 

Web surfing (Links are also at the online reading webpage) 

 Concord Coalition: http://concordcoalition.org/publications/2012/0123/key-

questions-voters-should-ask-candidates-jan-2012  

 Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget: http://www.usbudgetwatch.org/  

 Budget Basics and Resources: http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/additional-

resources.html 

 

Items Needed for this Session 

 Copies of Session Four-Attachments A, B, C, D and E for each participant 

 Thirteen cups labeled with the Post-It-notes. See Session Four-Attachment A for 

labels. Use only the words in bold for labeling. 

 Extra rolls of pennies for participants who forgot this assignment (each participant 

needs 100 pennies). 

 A volunteer or two (from outside of the group) – perhaps a member of a youth 

group or friend – to assist with the penny counting task in the first activity. 

 A poster/flipchart paper with these three questions: What do you notice? 

 Where are there wide differences? What questions do you have? 

 If desired, create a handout of the summary points for the first half (see below). 

 Extra flipchart paper and markers, and some pencils or pens. 

http://concordcoalition.org/publications/2012/0123/key-questions-voters-should-ask-candidates-jan-2012
http://concordcoalition.org/publications/2012/0123/key-questions-voters-should-ask-candidates-jan-2012
http://www.usbudgetwatch.org/
http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/additional-resources.html
http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/additional-resources.html
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 For prayer: a candle, a Bible (with the following passages marked: Amos 8: 4-8 

and Mark 12: 41-44), a bowl with pennies in it (in addition to the 100 pennies 

needed for the activity). 

 If desired, copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to 

participants (at the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection. 
 

Learning Objectives: 

 Begin to explore the moral dimensions of public sector budgeting  

 Consider your own priorities along side of actual federal budget priorities 

 Learn actual allocations of tax dollars and spending 

 Explore one of the major objections people have to supporting the public sector –

concerns about inefficiency, waste, fraud and abuse 
 

Schedule for this Session 
   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

Activity: My Priorities and 

Government 

60 minutes 

Break 10 minutes 

Announcements 10 minutes 

Discussion: Waste, Fraud 

and Abuse 

40 minutes 

Closing Prayer 10 minutes 

Total Time 140 minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

Session Four is designed to engage participants around the federal budget and how 

government spends money. One objective of this session is that participants learn more 

concretely about the federal budget, the priorities of the federal budget, and their own 

values and priorities in relationship to the federal budget.  

 

The facilitator’s role is to remind people that “a budget is a moral document.” The choices 

we make about where to spend – or not spend – money reflects our deepest values and 
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priorities. In the journal preparation assignment, participants were asked to reflect on the 

question: “If someone wrote my biography from my spending, what would it say?” 

In the second half of Session Four, the group will explore one of the major objections that 

people have to paying taxes and supporting the public sector – concerns about waste, 

fraud and abuse. We have several readings that lift up examples of waste and possible 

savings.  

 

Key questions to be explored in this session are: How can we recognize the failings of 

government without withdrawing support from our shared institutions? Rather than 

creating privileged and privatized havens, how do we engage and take responsibility as 

citizens for strengthening democracy and accountability?  

One reading from the Heritage Foundation talks about how Congress can “save one 

percent of the federal budget by targeting waste, fraud and abuse.” There are many 

ideas for reducing inefficiencies, but the overall point is that government is not wasting 

half of our money.  

 

READY FOR A GLOSSARY? 

 

It is probably good to have a tax and budget glossary at your finger tips as you wade 

into the next several sessions. The following links are included in the Participant Packet, 

and you might want to draw their attention to them: 
http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/glossary-of-budget-terms.html 

http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/glossary/ 

 

Facilitators will need to enlist a volunteer or two – perhaps a member or two of a youth 

group or one or two friends – to assist with the “Penny Game” (with penny counting) in 

the “My Priorities and Government” activity in the first half of this session. They will be 

introduced as “federal budget officials” present to assist with budget counting and will 

tabulate the number of pennies in each cup and write the results on flipchart paper while 

participants are engaging in a second activity. 

 

Advance preparation note: As facilitator, you will need to choose a current article about 

debt, deficits, or the federal budget and provide copies (or the location of the article) for 

each participant during the announcements section. This is one of the reading 

assignments for Session Five.  

 

 

 

http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/glossary-of-budget-terms.html
http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/glossary/
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Session Four Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (10 minutes) 

Begin this session with these or similar words: Welcome to Session Four. The federal 

budget is a moral document, and this session is designed to engage us in dialogue 

around the federal budget and how we want the federal government to spend money. 

We will learn about the federal budget, the priorities of the federal budget, and our own 

values in relationship to the federal budget. We also will explore objections to paying 

taxes and supporting the public sector and concerns about waste, fraud and abuse.  

 

Opening Prayer 

Put the prayer symbols (candle, Bible, and bowl with pennies in it) on the prayer table.  

Offer these words to invite everyone to stillness: 

Become aware of the rhythm of your breathing.  

… breathing in ... be mindful of your moment by moment transaction of life …  

… breathing out … listen to the sound of “the give” and “the take” of life. 
 

 Pause  
 

Pass the jar or bowl and invite everyone to take one penny. 
 

While participants are holding their pennies, offer this reflection: 

How do we measure life? 

How do we quantify love?  
 

Read Mark 12: 41-44. 
 

Offer these questions for quiet reflection:  

What are your life priorities?  

Where do you invest your life, the treasury of your gifts? 
 

 Pause  
 

Ask people to hold onto the penny they have taken.  Offer this prayer: 

Christ most lowly,  

may we never underestimate “the greatness of the small,” 

the power of our own humble contribution to life.                       Amen. 
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Activity: My Priorities and Government (60 minutes) 

Note: This activity requires some extra advance preparation. Facilitators might even want 

to put some of the instructions for this activity on flipchart paper and post them in the 

room.  
 

For this segment, facilitators will need to have the thirteen paper cups labeled as 

indicated above, the rolls of pennies, and a table or counter on which the cups are set. 

Facilitator will also needs to make sure everyone has 100 pennies. In addition, facilitators 

might want to have allocated their own pennies in advance of this first activity. 

 

Part One: What do we value? (10 minutes) 

Hand out the descriptions of the budget categories (Session 4-Attachment A). Begin this 

segment with these or similar words:  

 What government does in our name and with our money is an important moral 

issue. The debates over the role of the federal government are among the most divisive. In 

this first activity, we will consider our own values alongside the actual role of government 

by “voting with our dollars” - or with our pennies to be exact.  

 Each of us has 100 pennies. Each penny represents one percent of the federal 

budget. For FY 2012, the proposed budget was $3.7 trillion, so each penny is worth 

about $37 billion dollars. Each cup or jar represents a category of the federal budget, 

and the handout gives more explanation about each of these categories. This activity 

gives each of us an opportunity to vote our values. In other words, we will each now vote 

with the values of our faith to indicate how we would like to see our tax dollars allocated 

(not what we actually think or know that the government does with tax dollars).  

 This is an individual activity, so do not consult with anyone. Take a minute of 

silence to think about how you, with your values as a person of faith, want the money in 

the federal budget allocated, and then quickly put your pennies in the appropriate cups. 

You will have about 6-7 minutes.  

 

After about 7 minutes, ask participants who have not finished allocating their pennies to 

quickly place those they have left in the cups. Then introduce those volunteers whom you 

recruited to help with the penny counting as “federal budget officials” here to assist with 

budget counting. Tell participants that these volunteer “federal budget officials” will 

tabulate the number of pennies in each major cup or jar and write the results on flipchart 

paper while the group is engaging in the next activity. 
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Note: Instruct the volunteer “federal budget officials” to count the number of pennies in 

each cup and to create a poster/chart with the name from each cup (the federal budget 

allocation) and the amount of money in each cup (given to each of the budget items). 
 

Part Two: How the Federal Government Actually Spends Our Money 

Begin this segment with these or similar words: We just voted our values, and soon we 

will be able to compare our values to the actual ways that government spends our money. 

But first, we are going to engage in our next activity, which is related to the question, 

“How do we think the federal government actually spends our money?”   
 

Step One (10 minutes): Individual Activity 

Ask participants to look at Session Four-Attachment B (The Federal Budget: Test Your IQ) 

and make sure everyone has a pencil or pen. Then ask them to take about 8 minutes to 

silently and individually fill out the pie chart and answer the questions. 
 

Step Two (10 minutes): Activity in Pairs 

Divide the group into pairs and give everyone the answers to the quiz (Session Four-

Attachment C - The Federal Budget: ANSWER KEY)). Then hang up the poster (made in 

advance) with the following three questions, asking the pairs to compare their estimated 

chart to the actual chart and to briefly discuss these questions:  

 What do you notice? 

 Where are there wide differences? 

 What questions do you have? 
 

Step Three (20 minutes): Full Group Discussion and Report from the Penny Game. 

Bring participants together. Ask the “federal budget officials” to announce their results. 

Then give everyone a couple of minutes to look at the results of how they voted their 

values (how they allocated money in the cups) compared to their own quizzes and the 

actual federal budget. 
 

Use the following questions to initiate a discussion: 

 What was most surprising? 

 Where do our values allocations and actual federal budget allocations meet?  

 Where do the two diverge? 

 What have you learned from this exercise? 
 

Conclude this activity with the following summary points (facilitators may wish to provide 

these as a handout as well): 
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 The primary business of the federal government is social insurance with a sideline 

in Defense. 

 Social Security, Medicare, Unemployment Insurance, Medicaid and other Health 

programs account for over $2 trillion, or 55 percent of the federal budget. (Note 

that 80% of poor Americans work.) 

 Defense, Military and the Wars account for over $700 billion, or one-fifth of the 

budget. 

 Interest on the national debt is $242 billion, almost 7 percent of the federal 

budget. Some people include “Interest on Debt” as a military expense, since most 

of our debt comes from past wars. 

 Social insurance, defense and debt account for about $2.99 trillion of the $3.7 

trillion budget (over 80%). The remaining $695 billion is for everything else. 

 Foreign aid is less than 1 percent. 

 The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is less than one tenth of one percent. 

 The education budget is relatively small because states and localities pay the lion’s 

share of educational expenses. 

 
Break (10 minutes) 

 
Announcements (10 minutes) 

Most Americans are not well informed about the federal budget. If your group seems 

discouraged because they didn’t do well on the “quiz” before the break, consider 

pointing them in the direction of the “CNN Poll: Americans flunk budget IQ Test” at: 

http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2011/04/01/cnn-poll-americans-flunk-budget-iq-test.  

(Facilitators could e-mail this link to participants if they are interested in it.) 

 

Remind participants of the importance of their journaling, mini-interviews and web surfing 

assignments and invite a few brief comments.Also, remind participants of the readings for 

the next session: 

 “Federal Budget 101: An Introduction to the Federal Budget and Our Fiscal 

Challenges,” America Speaks, 2010 (link on web-reading page) 

 “America Speaks’ Misguided Federal Budget 101,” Center for Economic and 

Policy Research, 2010 (link on web-reading page) 

 A current article about debt, defects, or the federal budget chosen by the facilitator 

 

 

http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2011/04/01/cnn-poll-americans-flunk-budget-iq-test
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In addition, if a field trip was planned, ask the volunteers who are making arrangements 

for this trip to share some of the latest plans. 

 
Discussion: Waste, Fraud and Abuse (40 minutes) 

Give everyone a copy of Session Four-Attachment D (Read Aloud Statements) on (1) 

government waste and abuse and (2) on inefficiency in government, private sector, 

nonprofit sector. 

 

Ask for two volunteers and have each one read one of the two statements aloud. After the 

two statements have been read, use the following questions to initiate discussion. There 

will not be enough time to cover all of these questions. Facilitators are to choose the 

questions they determine are most relevant to the group, and then ask as many of the 

questions as possible. It is important to share with the participants that most of the 

questions are open-ended questions designed to draw out their thoughts and values, not 

elicit “correct answers.”  

 What, if anything, rings true in the statement, “Government the Incompetent?” 

 

 What, if anything, rings true in the statement, “Waste Happens?” 

 

 The Heritage Foundation is a conservative think tank that wants to shrink 

government. Their critical study identified one percent of the budget as inefficient. 

Are there other examples?  

Possible response:  

Obsolete weapons systems and foreign military bases, which some feel are more 

employment programs that have little to do with actual defense 

 

 Are there other large institutions that you think might better manage some of the 

functions of government?  

Possible response: Some people think private contractors to handle the war effort is 

one example 

 

 Do these examples of waste and inefficiency make you want to withdrawal support 

from government institutions? Why? Why not? 

 

 What institutions are more likely to be free of human sin and failing? 
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To conclude this segment, read the following: The Heritage Foundation points to “waste, 

fraud and abuse” as a justification for a “shrink government” agenda. But even they can 

only identify one percent of the budget as inefficient. Research studies show that all 

institutions – corporations, government agencies, charitable organizations – all have 

inefficiencies. Government is no worse than the others. All human institutions have their 

flaws. The solution is not withdrawal, but accountability. 
 

Then give everyone a copy of Session Four-Attachment E (Size of Government Myth), for 

reflection during the next week. 
  

Closing Prayer (10 minutes) 

Call everyone to a moment of silence. 

 

Invite people to take out the penny they took from the jar during opening prayer and put 

it in their hand.  

 

Then offer this question for quiet reflection: 

What are God’s priorities?  
 

 Pause  
 

Read Amos 8:4-8. 
 

 Pause 

 

Ask people, one by one, to drop their penny in the jar and to name a place or situation 

that is crying out for the investment of our love, our resources, and our lives. 

 

After everyone has finished, close with this prayer:  

God of abundant mercy, 

may we reflect your compassion 

by how much we give,  

AND by how little we hold back  

from your beloved people. 

 

Pause 

 

Amen.  
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Session 4-Attachment A 

 

 

Budget Categories 
 

1. Defense and Military (national defense, war, nuclear weapons, international 

security) 

2. Foreign Aid, Diplomacy, and Other International Affairs 

3. Education (elementary, secondary, higher and vocational education) 

4. Environment (natural resources, conservation, energy supply and use, science) 

5. Food (agriculture and nutritional assistance, food stamps) 

6. Government Operations (judicial, legislative and executive branches, and postal 

service 

7. Income Security & Labor (Unemployment, social security, federal employee 

retirement and disability, job training) 

8. Health (Medicare, Medicaid, Children’s Health Insurance Program-CHIP, 

occupational and consumer health & safety) 

9. Housing (Housing assistance and credit, community development, disaster 

assistance) 

10.  Interest on the Debt (Annual interest owed on national debt) 

11.  Social Security 

12.  Transportation (Air, water and ground transportation) 

13.  Unemployment Insurance and other Income Security 
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Session Four-Attachment B 

 

The Federal Budget: Test Your IQ 

 

1. What is the total FY 2012 federal budget? ________ 

 

2. Label the pieces of the Federal Budget Pie Chart below with the appropriate budget 

category, using the list of categories from the handout (Session Four-Attachment A). 

 

 

 
 

(continued) 
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3. Approximately what percentage of the budget goes to 

 

… Foreign aid? _____ 

 

… The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (NPR and PBS)? ____ 

 

… Defense and the wars? _____ 

 

… Education? _____ 

 

… Unemployment Insurance and other forms of Income Security? ___ 
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Session Four-Attachment C 

 

The Federal Budget: ANSWER KEY 

 
1. What is the total FY 2012 federal budget? $3.7 trillion 

 

2. The chart below with the 13 categories of federal spending labeled. 

 

 
 
 

3. Approximately what percentage of the budget goes to 

… Foreign aid?  Less than 1% 

… The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (NPR and PBS)?  

  Less than one tenth of one percent 

… Defense and the wars?  19.4% 

… Education?  Less than 2% 

… Unemployment Insurance and other forms of Income Security?  11.9% 
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Session Four-Attachment D 

 

Viewpoints 

Viewpoint #1: Government the Incompetent: Waste, Fraud and Abuse 

People who think government is the answer to all our problems are idealistic and 

deluded. Government is inherently flawed and incompetent. There is so much waste, 

fraud and abuse in government that any additional taxpayer money that is raised gets 

frittered away.  

 

It is the natural tendency of politicians and government agencies to grow and grow, 

creating additional layers of bureaucracy. We are better off with people keeping their 

money in their pockets and spending it as they chose instead of taxing it and wasting it 

on government programs. 

 

There are thousands of examples of “missing funds,” government employee credit card 

embezzlement, student loans for fictitious students, fraudulent government research, 

uncollected airplane ticket refunds and massive program duplication –all totaling as much 

as $30-$100 million a year. 

 

The only way to stop government abuses is to “starve the beast.” The government beast is 

sustained by tax dollars. As long as politicians can vote to increase taxes, they don’t have 

an incentive to fix the problems.  

 

Many government functions would be better performed by private corporations or 

contractors. The U.S. Postal Service, for instance, could be replaced by the growing 

number of private services, saving billions each year. 

 

Viewpoint #2: Waste Happens: The Solution is Accountability 

Unfortunately, all human institutions suffer from some inefficiencies and waste. These 

include private corporations, government, nonprofit charities and religious institutions. 

And where there is an absence of accountability and transparency, there might be other 

forms of fraud, deception and abuse. We can all think of examples of broken trust. 
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There is an organized and well-funded movement to shrink government and weaken the 

regulatory power of government. Funded by very wealthy individuals and large global 

corporations, these constituencies would like to diminish and weaken central governments 

because they are the only countervailing power that has the ability to protect communities 

and workers, defend the environment, and enforce minimal laws against colossal 

corporations. 

 

The anti-government lobby campaigns against government spending and any tax cut 

because they benefit from low taxes and weak government. They put forward the canard 

of “waste, fraud and abuse” to justify this agenda. They deliberately lump together all 

forms of government and broadcast examples of failure and waste. 

 

When these anti-tax organizations are asked for specific examples of waste, they have 

excellent examples. But they usually do not account for more than 1 percent of a state or 

federal government’s budget. The reality is that most government programs and 

institutions are quite well managed and efficient. For every example of waste, there are 

hundreds of dedicated public servants who teach children, defend our country, put out 

fires, and enforce laws. And there are government programs that quietly, without fanfare, 

make our lives and communities better. 

 

Government grew dramatically in the years after World War II. But this was in part 

because we became a better society to live in – with vast improvements in our quality of 

lives. For example, government has remained fairly constant as a share of our Gross 

Domestic Product in the last thirty years. (See the handout on “The Size of Government 

Myth.”)  

 

Government waste is used as a justification for shrinking government and cutting taxes. 

But the real solution is to identify those areas of greatest inefficiency and risk of abuse 

and “reinvent” government through greater accountability, oversight and transparency. 
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Session Four-Attachment E  

 

The Size of Government Myth 

 

Source: Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2011, Historical Table 1.2 

 
In the 1920s, the federal government spent less than $40 billion in today's dollars. This was only 

around 3% of the GDP. The government did not play much of a role in the economy through 

spending, though it did through other means, for example, by giving land to railroad companies, 

and setting low mining fees on public land (to encourage mining). 

 

Federal spending increased significantly during the New Deal which started in 1933, but the real 

increases came with World War II. In 1944, outlays reached an all time high of 44% of the GDP 

(see chart above). During the 1990s, federal spending did not keep pace with the expansion in 

the economy, or population growth, so federal spending fell. By the end of the decade, federal 

spending was at a low not seen for almost 35 years. More recently, federal spending has 

increased due to significant increases in military spending, rising health care costs, and steps 

taken to stabilize the financial system and boost the economy. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is one way of talking about the size of an economy 

and can be measured by adding up all of the spending by individuals, businesses, 

and government along with the value of products exported to foreign countries, 

while subtracting all of the products imported from other countries. 

  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/budget/Historicals/
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SESSION FIVE: Federal Budget, Debt and Responsibility 

 
 

Participants will have read  

 “Federal Budget 101: An Introduction to the Federal Budget and Our Fiscal 

Challenges,” America Speaks, 2010 (readings web page link) 

 “America Speaks’ Misguided Federal Budget 101,” Center for Economic and 

Policy Research (CEPR),  2010 (readings web page link) 

 A current article about debt, deficits, or the federal budget chosen by the facilitator 

 

 

Items Needed for this Session 

 Computer with high-speed Internet and speakers to watch I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions. If 

you are able to project the movie onto a screen, that will enable more comfortable 

viewing. You can also download the movie to show it on a computer without high-

speed Internet. Unfortunately, this movie is not available as a DVD. See 

http://www.iousathemovie.com/      

 For prayer: a candle, a Bible (with the following passages marked: Deuteronomy 

15: 1-4; Matthew 6: 9-12, and Matthew 18: 23-35), a small bowl or basket 

 If desired, copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to 

participants (at the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection.  

  

Learning Objectives 

 Expose participants to timely debate over the fiscal health of the U.S. government 

and economy 

 Deepen awareness of federal budget, annual deficits and federal debt 

 Foster critical thinking on economic information with counter points of view 

 

 

http://www.iousathemovie.com/
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Schedule for this Session 

   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

 I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions 35 minutes 

Activity: Common Ground  15 minutes 

Break 10 minutes 

Announcements 10 minutes 

I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions and 

Discussion 

60 minutes 

Closing Prayer 10 minutes 

Total Time 150 

minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

In Session Five, the group will examine the current debate over the federal deficit and 

debt, how they have grown in the recent years, and whether it matters to our future; view 

excerpts of the documentary I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions to bring new information and 

perspectives into the discussion; and review an analysis that is critical of the film as a 

way to engage our critical thinking. 

 

The documentary I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions was released in the spring of 2010 as a follow-up 

to 2008’s I.O.U.S.A. The producers of this video also sponsored town-hall meetings 

called “AmericaSpeaks” as part of a “fiscal wake-up tour” designed to alert the U.S. 

public to what the producers see as the dangers of our “reckless” budget policies. The 

homework reading “Federal Budget 101” is one of the background readings provided for 

these town hall meetings. 

The film and the readings are intended to foster critical reflection and conversation. Many 

economists agree that the original I.O.U.S.A., I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions, and the “Federal 

Budget 101” document are misleading. Economists at the Center for Economic and Policy 

Research (CEPR) wrote “AmericaSpeaks’ Misguided Federal Budget 101,” as well as 

many other documents, as a critical response to these materials.  
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Because participants will be sitting and watching a screen, the session is designed so that 

the longest video watching section is at the beginning. A physical and lively “Common 

Ground” activity is included in the middle, followed by a break. The last part of the 

session includes an additional segment of the video and a discussion, which will 

hopefully be energetic.  

 

Facilitators will need to do some advance preparation for this session. This preparation 

includes making arrangements for the equipment needed to show the I.O.U.S.A.: 

Solutions documentary and, in the interest of time and focus, watching this documentary 

in advance. It is important for facilitators to also become familiar with some of the basic 

concepts of this session and to review the “Common Ground” activity and questions. 

Facilitators should feel free to add other questions that would be good for/relevant to the 

group. 

 

Session Five Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (10 minutes) 

Begin this session with these or similar words: Session Five involves watching a 

documentary called I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions, released in 2010. We will watch the movie in 

two parts and will have both a physical and lively “common ground” activity and a break 

between the two segments.  

Opening Prayer 

Have the prayer items and symbols (candle, Bible and a small basket) on a prayer table. 

 

Invite people into stillness by asking them to echo this scripture verse (Psalm 46:10). Read 

it slowly:  

 

Be…     Be… 

Be still…    Be still… 

Be still and know…       Be still and know… 

Be still and know that I am … Be still and know that I am…   

Be still and know that I am God…  Be still and know that I am God. 

 

 Pause  
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Ask people to take out their credit (or debit) cards. Then invite them to go one by one and 

in silence and place their cards in the bowl or basket. While they are placing their cards 

in the basket, slowly read Deuteronomy 15: 1-4. 

 

Then pick up the basket and offer this question for quiet reflection:  

Who gives us credit and credibility? 

 

 Pause  

 

Read Matthew 18: 23-35. 

 

 Pause  

 

Offer these questions for silent reflection: 

Who are you indebted to? 

Who is in your debt? 

 

 Pause 

 

Then offer the following: 

Jesus said to his followers, when you pray, pray like this: 

 

 

 Abba in heaven,  

 may YOUR name be holy,  

 may YOUR Reign come,  

 may YOUR will be done here among us.  

 Give us this day only what we need. 

 Forgive us our debts,  

 As we have forgiven our debtors… 

 

Repeat: Forgive us our debts  

  As we have forgiven our debtors…” (Matthew 6: 9-12) 

  

Amen. 
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I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions Viewing - Part One (35 minutes) 

Begin this segment by sharing the following: Today we will watch I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions, a 

film produced by the non-partisan Peterson Foundation as a follow-up to its 2008 film, 

I.O.U.S.A. The same Peterson Foundation also funded nineteen “AmericaSpeaks” town 

hall meetings which took place in the summer of 2010. These events were a chance for 

people to consider solutions to the nation’s deficits and debt. Your homework reading, 

“Federal Budget 101” was background reading for these town hall meetings. Economists 

critical of the perspective in both the movie and the document produced your other 

homework reading, “AmericaSpeaks Misguided Federal Budget 101.”  

 

One important distinction to keep in mind as we watch the film is the difference between 

“Deficit” and “Debt.” 

 Federal Deficit refers to the annual gap between revenue and expenditures. It is 

the annual shortfall. For the last few years, it has ranged from $200 billion to 

$400 billion a year. 

 Federal Debt refers to the cumulative gap or the “depth of the hole” we are in. As 

part of the 2008 bailout of Wall Street banking firms, Congress raised the 

national “debt ceiling” – the top amount to borrow – to $11.3 trillion. 

 

Watch the first three segments of I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions up to 25:20 (minutes/seconds). 

You will watch Fiscal Overview (8:18), Budget Reform (8:34), and Defense and Other 

Spending Reform (8:28). All are available at http://www.iousathemovie.com/   and on 

YouTube. 

 
Activity: Common Ground (10 minutes) 

For this short activity, it is important for facilitators to maintain a humorous tone and keep 

the pace and energy moving throughout the activity. Some of the questions are intended 

to be light and humorous to balance out the seriousness of the film topic. 

 

Ask everyone to please stand up and form a circle. Then state the following: We are 

familiar with his common ground activity from Session Three. I will read a statement. If it  

 

is true for you, step into the middle of the circle. That is the “common ground.” Feel free 

to “opt out” and not step into the circle if you don’t want to. 

 

 

http://www.iousathemovie.com/
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To get started, give an example – i.e., state: “Common Ground for people who have 

pets.” Then, everyone with a pet steps into the middle of the circle. Spend no more than 

30 seconds encouraging people to share their pet if they choose - “Dog? Cat” Ferret?  

 

Continue with the following, starting with the less serious statements and moving on to 

those that are more serious or significant. Be sure to state “Common Ground if…” before 

each of the statements … 

 

 “I fell asleep during the video.” 

 “The person next to me fell asleep during the video.” 

 “I stayed awake the entire video.” 

 

 “I have more than one credit card.” 

 “I used a credit card today.” 

 “I used a credit card this week.” 

 “I got a credit card solicitation in the mail this week.” 

 “I’m one of the 50 percent of Americans who did not pay off the total balance of 

my credit card last month.” 

 

 “I own a house along with a bank.” 

 “I took out a second mortgage on my house –a home equity loan.” 

 

 “I’ve borrowed money from family or friends.” 

 “I’ve lent money to family and friends.” 

 “I’ve had the opportunity to be the bank for my children.” 

 

 “I think the federal debt is an urgent issue.” 

 “There are issues that are much more important to me than the federal debt.” 

 “I think reckless big government spenders are to blame.” 

 “I think reckless tax cutters are to blame.” 

 “Our current economic crisis is the type of situation when government should 

borrow.” 

 

Add in any questions that you developed and invite “common ground” questions from the 

group, emphasizing that the statement must be “true for them.” 
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End with several additional humorous or light questions, such as: 

 “I slept less than 6 hours last night.” 

 “I’m ready for coffee at the break to stay awake for part two of the DVD.” 

 “I want to take a break now!” 

 

Break (10 minutes) 

 
Announcements (10 Minutes) 

Remind participants of the importance of their journaling, mini-interviews and web surfing 

assignments and invite a few comments. Also, remind them of the readings for the next 

session: 

 Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapter 5.  

 Matt Gardner, “Progressive Taxes are a Good Deal,” from Ten Excellent Reasons 

Not To Hate Taxes, pages 10-21 

 Susan Pace Hamill, “They’re a Moral Obligation,” From Ten Excellent Reasons Not 

to Hate Taxes, pages 22-30. Note: Participants are encouraged to read the entire 

book with its very short and stimulating chapters. 

 

Also, add announcements and comments about the field trip, as needed. 

 

I.O.U.S.A. Viewing - Part Two and Discussion (60 minutes) 

Note: It will be important for facilitators to read through the talking points and discussion 

questions below in advance of Session Five.  

 

For homework we read two documents with different perspectives on our nation’s deficits. 

We also read a current article about this topic. In this conversation, we will discuss the 

film we just watched, along with these readings. 

 

Once everyone is settled in following the break, watch the remaining segments of 

I.O.U.S.A.: Solutions – Health Care Reform (10:50) and Taxes (7:17). 

 

Following the viewing, initiate a discussion (40 minutes). 

 

Facilitators might want to share the following four talking points (even as a handout) 

before beginning a discussion about the documentary. 
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 The makers of the movie have a point of view, which is that we must cut 

entitlement spending (Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid) and raise certain 

kinds of taxes to put our fiscal house in order.  

 Typically, conservatives want to ignore the need to raise taxes, particularly on the 

wealthy, to pay our way. Liberals shy away from reforming entitlements, especially 

Social Security and Medicare. 

 Progressives point out that underlying the rising cost of entitlements like Medicare 

are runaway health care costs. We could reduce the high cost of entitlements by 

regulating the price of prescription drugs, long-term health care, and profit-taking 

by health insurance companies. 

 Many economists (such as authors of the reading, “America Speaks’ Misguided 

Federal Budget 101”) argue that deficit spending is an important part of 

stimulating the economy during a recession. Focusing on reducing deficits may be 

imprudent at a time when there is rising unemployment and tremendous need. 

 

The initial discussion can be shaped in part by asking for participants’ reactions to the 

documentary and the questions they have. If needed, facilitators could ask: What did you 

think of the documentary? What was new and surprising? What questions do you have?  

However, do not take too much time on these three questions; rather, spend the majority 

of the 40 minutes allocated to discussion on the following questions.  

 What is the main message you take away from this documentary?  

 

 How did we get into this fiscal situation? What were the main causes? 

Possible responses: 

o Increasing spending on Medicare 

o Tax cuts under Reagan and Bush 

o War spending 

o Irresponsible leadership that tells voters that they can have a “free lunch.” 

 

 Who owns the federal debt? The film briefly shows how much of our debt is 

owned by China, for example – did anyone catch the number? (Note that the 

readings and film do not address this explicitly – how might we find out more?) 

Possible responses: 

-- The film shows China owning $895 billion of our debt, about 10% of 9.2 trillion 

-- People who own savings bonds or have investments in US Treasuries own some 

of the federal debt 
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 The film features young people who are very concerned about the deficits and 

debt. One person in the original I.O.U.S.A. film quoted President Thomas Jefferson 

as saying that “it is “immoral for one generation to load up debt and pass it along 

to the next generation.” What do you think of this statement? 

 

 “Federal Budget 101” states that “Recovering from our economic recession is 

vitally important to the health of our country. [We] will not consider short-term 

policy options that could weaken our economy and threaten our recovery.”  

o How can we discover which policies support or impede a recovery?  

o How are these policies related to cutting the deficit? 

 

 Is the federal government like a person – i.e., should the government always have 

a balanced budget?  

 Possible responses: 

o In reality, people take on debt and rarely have “balanced budgets.” The 

question is “what do they borrow for?” 

o Governments borrow. Cities and towns issue bonds to build sewers, roads and 

other infrastructure. 

 

 What are legitimate purposes for an individual to borrow money?  

 Possible responses:  

o Prudent borrowing is for investments and capital assets, like the purchase of a 

home, going to college, buying a business. 

o Borrowing to take a lavish vacation or buy an unnecessary consumer item is 

not a good use of debt. 

 

 What are legitimate purposes for the federal government to borrow money? 

 Possible responses: 

o Long term investments in infrastructure; things that contribute to productivity 

over the long term. This is “borrow and invest” 

o There has been a lot of “borrow and squander” policy over the years too. 

 

 What did you learn about Social Security from the readings and the video? 

 Possible responses: 

-- An aging population means more people eligible for Social Security  

-- The CEPR reading states that Social Security will be able to pay full benefits 

until 2044 
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 In the video, we hear President Obama state, “Put simply, our health care problem 

is our deficit problem. Nothing else even comes close.” 

-- Why are health care costs so high? 

-- How can we get a clearer picture of the situation? 

 

 In “Federal Budget 101,” the authors describe our long term risks as “weakened 

economic strength… less private-sector investment, and, in the end, lower living 

standards for our children and grandchildren.” 

-- What is our responsibility to the next generation?  

-- What actions should we consider to get our fiscal house in order? 

 

 Overall, do you feel that federal deficits are an urgent problem? 

 

 Based on the current article you read about the federal budget or deficit, what is 

the current national debate or conversation about these topics? How do your 

values help you make sense of these matters? 

 

Conclude this segment with a brief summary of the discussion. Then thank everyone for 

sharing their thinking and ideas. 

 
Closing Prayer 

Call participants to stillness with this invocation: 

Be still and know … how much we owe!  

 

Ask participants to silently pass the basket around the group and to reclaim their 

credit/debit cards. While the basket is being passed around offer these questions for 

quiet reflection: 

What does it mean to forgive what is owed us? 

 

  Pause  

 

What do we owe our brother or sister who is poor or hungry? 

 

  Pause  

 

What do we owe the future children of God’s earth? 
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  Pause  

 

Invite people to stand, form a circle and link hands. Offer these directions: 

 Let us pray the way Jesus taught us. 

  We will pause when we reach the phrase: 

 “Forgive us our debts (or “trespasses”. . .) 

 

Then begin the Lord’s Prayer, telling participants that you will speak following the phrase, 

“forgive us our debts (trespasses). . .” 

 

Following the pause, share this reflection:  

 

Let us be mindful of the places and people we are indebted to this day. 

 

 Pause 

 

Let us hold in prayer all those people and nations that are trapped in debt. 

 

 Pause   

 

Finish praying the “Lord’s prayer,” beginning with  

. . . forgive us our debts (trespasses) as we forgive our debtors (those who trespass 

against us) . .  

                       

Amen. 
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SESSION SIX: Paying for Government and the Common Good 

 
Participants will have read 

 Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapter Five. 

 Matt Gardner, “Progressive Taxes are a Good Deal,” from Ten Excellent Reasons 

Not To Hate Taxes, pages 10-21 

 Susan Pace Hamill, “They’re a Moral Obligation,” From Ten Excellent Reasons Not 

to Hate Taxes, pages 22-30.  

 “The Very Rich Really Are Different,” Roberton Williams, Tax Policy Center (link on 

readings web page) 

 “Where the Money Comes From” (in Participant Packet) 
 

Items Needed for this Session 

 One set of “Quintile Cards” (link on Program Documents web page: 
http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html)  

 Copies of the Chartpack for all participants (link on Program Documents web 

page: http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html  

 Copies of Session Six-Attachments A (Stop Coddling the Super-Rich) for all 

participants. 

 Two copies of Session Six – Attachment B (Counterpoints). 

 For prayer: a candle, a Bible (with the following passages marked: Genesis 28: 

20-22; Psalm 65: 8-13, and Luke 20: 20-26), and a small bowl or basket with a 

collection of currency (a few quarters, nickels, dimes, pennies and dollar bills) in it 

 Copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to participants (at 

the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection, if desired. 
 

Learning objectives 

 Delineate the difference between “progressive” and “regressive” taxes 

 Debate several types of taxation – deepening our understanding and opinions 

 

http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html
http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html
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Schedule for this Session 

   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

Activity: Uneven Income and 

Who Pays? Distribution of 

Responsibility 

30 minutes 

Discussion 35 minutes 

Break 10 minutes 

Announcements 10 minutes 

Activity: Warren Buffett 

Discussion 

45 minutes 

Closing Prayer 10 minutes 

Total Time 150 

minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

 

NOTE: This session requires a good deal of preparation … and a room big enough for 

people to move forward and backward in one line.  

 

The first five sessions of this module have examined questions of governance and 

responsibility. In the next two sessions we will explore the issues around how we pay for 

government and the common good. 

 

Taxes are deeply personal. It is understandable if the topic invokes strong feelings. 

Opinion polls tell us that people have a reflexive dislike of taxes in general. But, the more 

we know about the uses of the funds, the better we feel about taxation.  

 

Our different levels of government are necessary for the smooth functioning of our society 

– and to protect the common good. There are healthy disagreements about what functions 

government should play and at what scale. But there is a broad consensus that we should 

have public schools, national parks, military defense, public infrastructure, state 

universities and much more. There are thoughtful people who believe that government is 
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too large and should not take on all the functions it does. There are other thoughtful 

people who believe that certain functions of government should be enlarged. 

 

Whatever the function or role of government, we have to figure out how to pay for these 

functions. These next two sessions look at questions of who should be paying for what 

functions of government. 

 

During this session, we will: create a human representation of the growing income 

inequalities of the last three decades; discuss the difference between progressive and 

regressive tax systems; dramatize how low and middle-income people pay a higher 

percent of their income in state and local taxes than wealthy people do; and engage in a 

current tax debate about the taxation of capital gains. 

 

Print one copy of the Quintile Cards (link on Program Documents web page: 

http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html), using single-

sided copying.  Quintile Cards need to be folded in half before the activity. 

 

Note that in Part One (Uneven Income), after the Top 20% (Card 5-A) is shown and its 

bearer takes the appropriate number of steps, the Top 5% (Card 6-A) and the Top 1% 

(Card 7-a) will be shown and their bearers will take the appropriate number of steps 

respectively (see instructions) 

 

In Part Two (Who Pays), however, the top 20% is broken down into the Top 1% (Card 8-

B), the next 9% (Card 7-B) and the next 10% (Card 6-B). 

 

You will also print out and make copies of the Chartpack for all participants (link on 

Program Documents web page: http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-

program-documents.html). Do not staple sheets together as you will be handing them out at 

varying times during the activity.       
         

This Chartpack contains the following charts: 

 Chart 1: Change in Real Family Income by Quintile and Top 5%, 1979-2009 

 Chart 2: Increase in After-Tax Income by Income Group, 1979-2007 

 Chart 3: Percent of Income Paid in State and Local Taxes 

 Chart 4: Types of Tax Systems - Regressive, Flat and Progressive 

 Chart 5: Top Income Tax Rate vs. Top Capital Gains Rate / Historical Changes 

from 1950 to 2007 

 

http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html
http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html
http://justfaith.org/programs/resources/jm-living-solidarity-prot-program-documents.html
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Note: There are several activities in this session designed to stimulate discussion. The first, 

a “live illustration,” is a fun way to demonstrate statistics, but it is more work for the 

facilitator. They key thing is to stimulate discussion, not to focus on getting the activity 

perfect. Don’t let the illustration go over time! 

 

Session Six Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (10 minutes) 

Facilitators might start Session Six with these or similar words: Welcome to Session Six of 

the Living Solidarity module. There are thoughtful people who believe that government is 

too large and should not take on all the functions it does. There are other thoughtful 

people who believe that certain functions of government should be enlarged. Whatever 

the function or role of government, we have to figure out how to pay for these functions. 

The first five sessions of this module examined government and budgets. In this session 

 and the next one, we will engage in activities and discussions around who should be 

paying for what functions of government. 

 

Opening Prayer 

Put the prayer items and symbols (a candle, a Bible, and a small bowl or basket with the 

collection of currency) on the prayer table.  
 

Invite people into silence.  

Read: 

What return can we make to You, God, 

for all your goodness to us? (Psalm 116:12) 
 

Pass the basket and invite people to take out a coin or bill and examine it. 

Offer these instructions: 

Look at the money in your hands. 

Notice the images, symbols and designs, 

the words, names and faces embossed on its surface. 
 

 Pause 
 

Read Luke 20:20-26. 
 

Invite people to place the money back in the basket. 

Offer this question for quiet reflection:  
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How can money be both a great resource and a terrible curse?  
 

 Pause 
 

Prayerfully read Psalm 65: 9-11.                Amen.  

 

 
Activity - Uneven Income and Who Pays: Distribution of Responsibility  

         (30 minutes) 

 

This is a graphic and kinetic (physical) activity that hopefully will be engaging and 

memorable and that requires some preparation time on the part of the facilitator. We are 

thankful to United for a Fair Economy (www.faireconomy.org) for sharing this activity, 

which we have adapted. 

 

Activity Description: 

Part One of the activity (“Uneven Income”) illustrates changes in family income 

over a 10-year period. Part Two (“Who Pays?”) shows that state and local tax 

obligations fall more heavily on lower income people than on higher income 

people. Together these illustrations create a powerful picture. 

 

Activity Objectives:  

 To create a human representation of the growing income inequalities of the last 

three decades.  

 To discuss the difference between progressive and regressive tax systems. 

 To dramatize how low and middle-income people pay a higher percent of their 

income in state and local taxes than wealthy people do. 

 To engage in a current tax debate about the taxation of capital gains. 

 

Preparation: 

1. Assemble Quintile Cards, making sure that Cards are folded in half. Note that 

there is a side A (with a U.S. dollar figure on it) and a side B (with a percentage 

on it).  

2. Assemble charts in numerical order.  

3. Be sure to have a copy of the instructions below with you at the session to assist 

you in facilitating this activity. 

 

http://www.faireconomy.org/
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4. Note that in Part One (Uneven Income), after the Top 20% (Card 5-A) is shown 

and its bearer takes the appropriate number of steps, the Top 5% (Card 6-A) and 

the Top 1% (Card 7-a) will be shown and their bearers will take the appropriate 

number of steps respectively (see instructions below). However, in Part Two, the 

top 20% is broken down into the Top 1% (Card 8-B), the next 9% (Card 7-B) and 

the next 10% (Card 6-B). 

 

Part One –Uneven Income 

Share the following with participants: 

 

1. This activity looks at two questions: “Whose income has increased over the last several 

decades?” and “Who shoulders the tax burden at the state and local level?” First, we are 

going to look at the changes in family income during the last thirty years, a period of 

significant economic growth and change. 

 

2. Ask five volunteers to come to the front of the room to illustrate this information with a 

Human Graph. Thank your volunteers and line them up shoulder to shoulder as if they are 

at a starting line of a running race. 

 

3. Imagine all the families in your state lined up in order from the lowest income to the 

highest. Then divide the line into five equal size parts in terms of population. Each part is 

a “quintile” or 20 percent of the total number of families. 

 

4. In the order given (bottom to top) give each volunteer one of the Quintile Cards, asking 

them to hold the cards with side A facing participants. Then share with everyone the 

following: Economists often talk about the U.S. population in “quintiles” or “fifths” of the 

population. These cards show the range of incomes for people/households in this 

quintile. (Read the range for several of the quintiles.) This activity looks at what has 

happened to incomes during the period from the late 1970s until the present. (If people 

ask, “Why not start and end with a specific year?,” explain that researchers use three-

year averages to enlarge the sample size, which results in more accurate data.) 

 

5. The following demonstration may remind you of the childhood game, “Mother May I” 

(also known as “Giant Steps”). The starting line that our volunteers are standing on 

represents the late 1970s, the starting point for each quintile or one-fifth of the U.S. 

families. Each person/quintile will step forward or backward according to whether their 

income grew or declined during this time period. Each step equals a ten percent change.  
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So, for example, two steps forward would indicate an income gain of 20%, three steps 

back would indicate an income loss of 30%. 

 

6. Between the late 1970s and the present, here is what happened. (Starting with the 

bottom quintile, ask each person/quintile to step forward or backward the correct number 

of steps according to the table below.) 

 

Quintile Steps Percent Yearly Income Range 
Bottom 1 Step 

backwards 
-7.4% Under $26,900 

Second Half step 

forward 
 3.8% $26,900-$47,900 

Middle 1 step forward 11.3 % $47,900-$73,300 
Fourth 2 and a half 

steps forward 
22.7% $73,300 to $112,500 

Top 5 steps 

forward 

49% Over $112,500 

 

Tell participants that between 1979 and 2006, the top five percent of American families 

saw their real incomes increase 73 percent. Over the same period, the lowest-income fifth 

saw a 7 percent decrease in real income. (Information is from the Census Bureau).  

 

7. Watch what happens when we break the top quintile down even further and examine 

the highest income five percent and the highest income one percent of families. Let’s have 

two more volunteers step forward to illustrate this. (Hand the volunteers the last two of the 

cards and announce the income ranges). Although we don’t have exact data, the 

volunteer representing the top five percent would take an additional 2 steps forward (for 

a total of 7 steps, from the original starting line). The volunteer representing the top one 

percent would take about 10 steps forward (for a total of 15 steps from the original 

starting line). Ask each of these two volunteers to take these steps forward. 
 

Percentile Steps Percent Yearly Income Range 

Top 5 percent 7 73% Over $200,000 

Top 1 percent 15 150% Over $353,000 

 

8. Give everyone a copy of Chart 1. This chart looks at Changes in National Income since the 

late 1970s. Then give everyone a copy of Chart 2, which shows the uneven growth in income as 

a contrast to the thirty years after World War II, 1947 to 1979.  
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 Part Two –Who Pays? 

Continue the activity sharing the following instructions: 

 

1. We are now going to look at who pays what in terms of state and local tax 

obligations. Starting with the top quintile, each volunteer should turn over his or her card 

(so that side B is facing participants, to show what percentage of their income that 

quintile (or percentile) pays in state and local taxes Start with the top 1%, then the next 

9% (this figure is on Card 6-A), then the next 10% (this figure is on 6-B), and go down 

each quintile with the volunteer representing the bottom quintile / 20 % turning over his 

or her card last. 

 

Quintile or Percentile Percent of Income Paid in State and Local 

Taxes 
Top 1 % 7.9 percent 
Next 9% 10.6 percent 

Next 10% 11.0 percent 
Second 20% 11.1 percent 
Third 20% 11.2 percent 
Fourth 20% 11.6 percent 
Lowest 20% 12.3 percent 
Source: Citizens for Tax Justice, April 2011, “America’s Tax System is Not as Progressive as you 

Think” 

  

Share the following: 

 One of the reasons for this picture is that most state and local taxes are 

“Regressive” – i.e., people in the bottom quintiles pay a higher percentage of their 

income in taxes.  

 State and local sales taxes, gas taxes, auto excise taxes, and property taxes all 

typically take a larger bite out of the incomes of lower income people than higher 

income people. 

 

Then draw people to the following two definitions in their Participant Packet and read 

them aloud. 

 Regressive tax: a tax system that results in a higher tax for the poor than for the 

rich, in terms of percentage of income. In this sense, a sales tax is regressive even 

though the same rate is applied to all sales, because people with lower incomes 

tend to spend most of their incomes on goods and services. Similarly, payroll taxes 

are regressive because they are borne largely by wage earners and not by higher 
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income groups. Local property taxes can be regressive because poorer people 

spend more of their incomes on housing costs, which are directly affected by 

property taxes.  

 Progressive Tax: a tax system in which those with higher incomes pay taxes at 

higher rates than those with lower incomes; also called graduated tax. The U.S. 

income tax system is based on the concept of progressivity. There are several tax 

brackets, based on the taxpayer's income, which determine the tax rate that 

applies to each. 

 

2. Thank all of those in the human graph and ask them to return to their seats. Summarize 

this activity by looking at Chart 3 (from the Chartpack): “Percent of Income Paid in State 

and Local Taxes.” 

 

Discussion (35 minutes) 

Give everyone a copy of Chart 4, “Types of Tax System,” which describes Regressive, 

Flat and Progressive Tax Systems. Give participants a few minutes to look at this chart, 

then share with them that you will offer questions for a discussion of this illustration and 

that the questions are mostly values-based and open-ended questions. There are no right 

or wrong answers. Everyone is encouraged to enter the dialogue AND to be to be good 

listeners.  

 

WHERE WAS THAT GLOSSARY? 

Now we’re deep in unfamiliar territory and need that glossary. See 

http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/glossary-of-budget-terms.html  and 

http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/glossary/. 

 

Discussion Questions for facilitators to select from. There will not be enough time for all of 

these questions. That is okay. 

 

 Which state and local taxes are most regressive? Which quintiles pay more? 

 Possible responses:  

o Sales tax, flat income taxes, vehicle excise taxes, some forms of property 

tax. The “sin taxes” –alcohol, tobacco, gasoline are  disproportionately paid 

by lower income quintiles 

o The most regressive taxes are on food. Does your state tax food? 

 

 

http://www.bread.org/hunger/budget/glossary-of-budget-terms.html
http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/glossary/
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 People use the word “fair” in discussions of taxes. What is fair or unfair in this 

context? What does that word mean to you? 

 

 In our reading from Matt Gardner, “Progressive Taxes are a Good Deal,” he 

shows that U.S. tax rates are considerably lower than other industrialized 

countries. He notes: “U.S. residents get what they pay for: our relatively low tax 

levels yield sub-par public services compared with those of other developed 

nations. Health insurance and higher education stand out as services that are 

commonly provided by governments in other countries to a greater degree than in 

the United States.” (pages 11-12, Ten Excellent Reasons Not to Hate Taxes) 

o Do you think we “get what we pay for?” Why? Why not? 

o Do lower U.S. tax rates ensure greater efficiency? 

o Would you feel differently about taxes if they also provided higher quality 

services? 

 

 Both Gardner and Susan Pace Hamill argue that some progressivity of the tax 

code is morally correct. Gardner states, “That’s only fair, since the people who 

have the most money have received the greatest benefits from our society and 

ought to pay more to help support it” (page 20). Hamill is hard hitting. She writes: 

“Those at higher levels of income and wealth who divorce tax policy issues from 

their faith and confine faith-based wealth issues to voluntary charity, in addition to  

 denying the Fall of humankind, are implicitly assuming that their own efforts, rather 

than God’s grace, provide the ability to produce wealth” (page 25). 

-- Do wealthier citizens have a civic and/or moral obligation to pay a higher 

percentage of their income in taxes than poor people? 

 

Conclude this segment with a quick summation: 

 Regressive tax systems place a higher burden on households with less capacity to 

pay. Progressive tax systems place a high burden on households with greater 

capacity to pay. 

 State and local tax systems are considerably more regressive than our federal tax 

system. 

 Budget and tax systems are examples of moral systems and structures. They are not 

neutral in terms of values. 
 

 
Break  (10 minutes) 
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Announcements (10 minutes)                               

Remind participants of the importance of their journaling, mini-interviews and web surfing 

assignments. Also, remind them of the following two readings for the next session: 

 Chuck Collins, “Taxes Pay for Economic Opportunity,” from Ten Excellent Reasons 

Not To Hate Taxes, pages 85-96 

 Louis Uchitelle, “Private Cash Sets Agenda for Urban Infrastructure,” The New 

York Times, January 6, 2008 (link is on web-readings page)  

 

It is especially important to note that next week’s session includes a friendly mini-debate. 

Share with participants the question they will be debating: “The U.S. should abolish the 

federal estate tax.” Assign “Pro” and “Con” teams for this mini-debate. After participants 

are divided into pro and con teams, give each side the corresponding preparatory 

reading assignment. Do not give either side both article references as this time; rather, 

make copies of these references and give these reference copies to the corresponding 

side, as indicated below. Tell participants that these references are not posted on the 

JustFaith Ministries website page, so they will need to go directly to the sites. 

 PRO: Give the following reference only to those on the “pro” side, the side 

arguing yes, we should abolish the federal estate tax: Phillip G. Kerpen, “Bury the 

Death Tax,” The New York Sun, February 16, 2006, online at: 

http://www.nysun.com/article/27738. 

 

 CON: Give the following reference only to those who have chosen the “con” side, 

the side arguing no, we should NOT abolish the federal estate tax - Bill Gates Sr., 

“We Still Need the Estate Tax,” Miami Herald, Tuesday, December 26, 2006, 

online at: http://www.commondreams.org/views06/1226-25.htm. 

  
Activity: Warren Buffett Discussion (45 minutes) 

Note: This segment also requires significant advance preparation. 

 

A. Begin this segment with these or similar words: The first half of today’s session looked 

at the difference between regressive and progressive tax systems, especially at the state 

and local level. We will now look at regressive and progressive in the context of the 

federal tax system. 
 

Then ask for volunteers to each read aloud the following statements. You may want to 

copy and pass out to participants so they may read along as they listen. 

 

http://www.nysun.com/article/27738
http://www.commondreams.org/views06/1226-25.htm
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Federal Income Taxes 

We have a progressive income tax system. Higher income households pay a higher percentage 

of their income in federal income taxes (unlike state and local taxes). As our reading by Roberton 

Williams noted, “The Fortunate 400”, the wealthiest 400 taxpayers, paid an effective federal 

income tax rate of 18.1 percent in 2008, compared to the 12.8 percent for the rest of the 

population.  
 

In 2008, the top 1 percent of taxpayers, those with incomes over $380, 354, paid 38.02 

percent of total federal income taxes, according to the National Taxpayers Union.  

Some people feel this is unfair because households with high incomes are paying a larger 

percentage of income taxes. Others believe this is fair because a) they have greater capacity to 

pay, b) it offsets payroll taxes, which are not progressive, and some of the regressive features of 

state and local taxes.  

 
Taxing Income from Wages Differently Than Investment Income 

One of the interesting aspects of the federal tax system is that we tax income from investments 

differently than we tax income from wages. Income from investments and asset ownership are 

called “capital gains,” the appreciation in property. The more wealthy people are, the higher the 

percentage of their income comes from capital gains. Income from capital gains is currently taxed 

at a lower rate, 15 percent, than income from wages, upwards to 35 percent for top income 

earners.  

Some argue that this is economically efficient because it encourages capital investment. Others 

argue that it is unfair to tax work at a higher rate than earnings from wealth.  

 

Payroll Taxes 

“Payroll” taxes are another federal tax distinct from income taxes. They are withheld from your 

wages on your paycheck to pay for Social Security, Medicare, and other mandatory federal 

programs. The first $106,800 of a person’s income is subject to this tax, so wealthy people who 

make much more than this amount pay a much smaller percentage of their income in payroll 

taxes.  

Some people think this is fair because the benefits people receive once they become eligible for 

these programs are also capped. Others think those with more capacity should pay more. 

 
Taken As a Whole: A Nearly Flat System 

On the whole, our tax system is only slightly progressive, and is nearly “flat” (neither progressive 

nor regressive). For example, the 1% of taxpayers with the highest incomes in 2010 earned 20.3 

percent of total income and paid 21.5 percent of total taxes (federal, state, and local). The rest of 

the population – the bottom 99 percent – earned 79.8 percent of all income and paid 78.4 

percent of all taxes, while the lowest quintile of the population earned 3.5 percent of all income 

and paid 2.0 percent of all taxes.  
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After volunteers have finished reading these statements, ask everyone to be sure to read 

the article, “America’s Tax System Is Not as Progressive as You Think” from Citizens for 

Tax Justice and reflect on the article during the next week. (The link to this article is at the 

web readings page for Session Seven.)  

 

Continue with the following: In 2007 super-investor Warren Buffett, one of the wealthiest 

men in the world, issued a challenge. He offered to provide a $1 million donation to the 

favorite charity of any member of the Forbes 400 that could prove they pay a higher 

percentage of their income in federal taxes than their secretary or assistant. No one took 

him up on the offer. Buffet has been in the news several times since to point out this 

continuing trend. 

 

B. Warren Buffet on the Super-Rich 

Read aloud “Stop Coddling the Super-Rich,” Warren Buffet’s opinion piece which 

appeared in the New York Times in August of 2011 (see Session Six-Attachment A). 

Have each participant read one paragraph until the entire document is read. 

 

C. Reading of Commentary 

Following the Buffet opinion piece reading, ask two volunteers to read aloud (only) the 

counter points to Warren Buffet’s position (Session Six-Attachment B).  

 

D. Examine Chart 5 and Discussion 

Give participants a copy of Chart 5 (from the Chartpack PDF): “Top Income and Capital 

Gains Tax Rates, 1950 to 2009.”  

 

After they have a few minutes to look at the chart, use the following questions to begin a 

discussion. Don’t worry if you cannot get to all of these questions, at a minimum, though, 

ask the last two questions. What is important is that people engage in the issue and bring 

their values perspectives into the discussion.  

 Why does Warren Buffett pay a lower tax rate than other people in his office? 

 Possible responses: 

o His income comes largely from investments and capital gains whereas their 

incomes come from wages. 

o Social Security Payroll withholding taxes (FICA) are only taken out of the 

first $106,800 (2011) of a person’s earnings. 
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 Should earnings and income from investments be taxed at a lower rate than wages 

and work? (This is an open ended values question.) 

 

 Why do you think payroll taxes are only taken out of the first $106,800 of a 

person’s wages? Should this be changed? (This is an open-ended values question.) 

 

 What are the arguments in favor of taxing earnings and income from investments 

at a lower rate than income from work?  

 Possible responses: 

o Encourages savings and long term investment 

o Reduces tax bite on investors 

o Keeps capital in the U.S. 

 

 What are arguments of taxing wage income and capital gains income the same? 

 Possible responses: 

o Some economists question whether there is any economic argument to 

justify a tax preference for capital gains income. 

o We should value work the same as capital investment. 

o Eliminates weird games and loopholes when people shift their income to 

make it appear as capital gains. 

 

 A Guide to Investing says that the lower tax rate for “long-term capital gains versus 

regular taxable income makes profits from investments more attractive than profits 

from actively working… the money put to work in the business by the investor is 

going to create, ultimately, far more jobs.” What do you think of this argument? 

(This is another values question.) 

 Possible response: 

o Some argue that the current capital gains law doesn’t make a distinction 

between rewarding short-term speculation, which is often destructive, and 

long-term investments. 

 

 The values of the market say we should be concerned about efficiency and growth. 

The values of the Gospel indicate we should be concerned about social justice and 

the common good. Are these values in conflict or alignment in the case of issues 

like taxing capital gains? (This is another open-ended values question. They key 

here is to encourage participants to share their values, whatever they are.) 
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Closing Prayer (10 minutes)                                               

Call people to a moment of stillness. Then read the invocation used in opening prayer: 

“What return can we make to You God,  

for all your goodness to us?” (Psalm 116:12) 

 Pause  

 

Offer these comments:  

Tribute… Tithe… Tax… 

Words that describe ways of making our contribution, of giving back. 

  

Read Genesis 28:20-22.  

 

Then add these comments:  

Tithe means “one-tenth.” 

To tithe is to make an offering of gratitude;  

one tenth of the bounty returns to the Source,  

to the needy, to the community of care.   

 Pause  

 

Remove the coins from the bowl or basket, and pass the basket around the circle. 

Invite each person to silently hold the empty basket for a moment before passing it on.  

 

As the basket is being passed around, ask these questions for quiet reflection: 

What is your contribution to the common good?  

How do you show care for the common good? 

Whose care is in your hands?  

Pause 

 

When the bowl has been passed, hand to hand, around the entire group, hold it up as 

you offer this closing prayer: 

Abundant God,  

You give us so much to be thankful for. 

The WEALTH you bestow  

makes us WELL, because you share it freely.  

May our contribution spread your abundance  

for the good of all.                                                     Amen. 
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Session Six-Attachment A 

 

Selections from “Stop Coddling the Super Rich” by Warren E. Buffett in the New York 

Times, August 14, 2011 

 

Last year my federal tax bill — the income tax I paid, as well as payroll taxes paid by me 

and on my behalf — was $6,938,744. That sounds like a lot of money. But what I paid 

was only 17.4 percent of my taxable income — and that’s actually a lower percentage 

than was paid by any of the other 20 people in our office. Their tax burdens ranged from 

33 percent to 41 percent and averaged 36 percent. 

 

If you make money with money, as some of my super-rich friends do, your percentage 

may be a bit lower than mine. But if you earn money from a job, your percentage will 

surely exceed mine — most likely by a lot. 

 

To understand why, you need to examine the sources of government revenue. Last year 

about 80 percent of these revenues came from personal income taxes and payroll taxes.  

 

The mega-rich pay income taxes at a rate of 15 percent on most of their earnings but pay 

practically nothing in payroll taxes. It’s a different story for the middle class: typically, 

they fall into the 15 percent and 25 percent income tax brackets, and then are hit with 

heavy payroll taxes to boot. 

 

Back in the 1980s and 1990s, tax rates for the rich were far higher, and my percentage 

rate was in the middle of the pack. According to a theory I sometimes hear, I should have 

thrown a fit and refused to invest because of the elevated tax rates on capital gains and 

dividends. 

 

I didn’t refuse, nor did others. I have worked with investors for 60 years and I have yet to 

see anyone — not even when capital gains rates were 39.9 percent in 1976-77 — shy 

away from a sensible investment because of the tax rate on the potential gain.  

 

People invest to make money, and potential taxes have never scared them off. And to 

those who argue that higher rates hurt job creation, I would note that a net of nearly 40 

million jobs were added between 1980 and 2000. You know what’s happened since 

then: lower tax rates and far lower job creation. 
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Since 1992, the I.R.S. has compiled data from the returns of the 400 Americans reporting 

the largest income. In 1992, the top 400 had aggregate taxable income of $16.9 billion 

and paid federal taxes of 29.2 percent on that sum. In 2008, the aggregate income of 

the highest 400 had soared to $90.9 billion — a staggering $227.4 million on average 

— but the rate paid had fallen to 21.5 percent. 

 

The taxes I refer to here include only federal income tax, but you can be sure that any 

payroll tax for the 400 was inconsequential compared to income. In fact, 88 of the 400 

in 2008 reported no wages at all, though every one of them reported capital gains. 

Some of my brethren may shun work but they all like to invest. (I can relate to that.) 

 

I know well many of the mega-rich and, by and large, they are very decent people. They 

love America and appreciate the opportunity this country has given them. Many have 

joined the Giving Pledge, promising to give most of their wealth to philanthropy. Most 

wouldn’t mind being told to pay more in taxes as well, particularly when so many of their 

fellow citizens are truly suffering. 

 

[http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/15/opinion/stop-coddling-the-super-rich.html] 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/15/opinion/stop-coddling-the-super-rich.html
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Session Six-Attachment B 

 

COUNTER POINTS 

 
 

Why the Long-Term Capital Gains Tax Rate Is Different  

“Capital Gains Tax Guide for Investors,” About.com 

http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/capitalgainstax/ss/capital-gains-tax-rates_3.htm  

 

The reason for this capital gains tax rate structure is simple. The United States government 

wants to encourage long-term investment in our nation's economy. This treatment of long-

term capital gains versus regular taxable income makes profits from investments more 

attractive than profits from actively working. Although it may seem unfair that a well-

heeled, white-collar investor pays a lower tax on profits earned from selling shares of 

stock than a hardworking plumber, the theory behind it is that the money put to work in 

the business by the investor is going to create, ultimately, far more jobs because it will be 

used by the company in which he invested to build new factories, hire new secretaries, 

managers, executives, and mail room clerks, paint the walls, install new phone lines, 

launch new products, and much more. If the capital gains tax rates were higher for long-

term investors, they would most likely ship cash outside of the country and invest in more 

friendly countries. This phenomenon is known as "flight of capital". 

 

 

“The Buffet Alternative Tax,” Wall Street Journal Editorial, September 20, 2011 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB100014240531119041946045765808007358008

30.html?mod=WSJ_Opinion_LEADTop  

 

The President's complaint, echoing billionaire Warren Buffett, is that too many billionaires 

pay a lower rate than regular salary earners. So even as he endorsed tax reform in 

general yesterday, Mr. Obama insisted that one of his reform "principles" is that people 

who make more than $1 million must pay a higher tax rate than middle-class earners. 

 

There's one small problem: The entire Buffett Rule premise is false. In 2008, the last year 

for which such data are available, the IRS reports that those who made more than $1 

million in adjusted gross income paid an average income tax rate of 23.3%. 

 

http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/capitalgainstax/ss/capital-gains-tax-rates_3.htm
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904194604576580800735800830.html?mod=WSJ_Opinion_LEADTop
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904194604576580800735800830.html?mod=WSJ_Opinion_LEADTop
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That's slightly lower than the 24.1% rate paid by those making between $500,000 and 

$1 million, probably because the richest are like Mr. Buffett and earn more from capital 

gains and dividends. The rate for a relative handful of the rich—400 people—fell to 

18%, the modern equivalent of Barr's Gang of 21. But nearly all millionaires still paid a 

rate that is more than twice the 8.9% average rate paid by those earning between 

$50,000 and $100,000, and more than three times the 7.2% average rate paid by 

those earning less than $50,000. The larger point is that the claim that CEOs are 

routinely paying lower tax rates than their secretaries is Omaha hokum… 

 

The problem is that this is a tax increase on capital investment, which the U.S. already 

taxes at prohibitive rates thanks to our high corporate tax rate of 35%. Capital gains and 

dividends are taxed twice, first as corporate profits and then as payouts to individuals. 

Their real capital gains tax rate is closer to 45% than 15%, which is why politicians of 

both parties have long supported a capital-gains rate differential. 
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SESSION SEVEN: A Current Tax and Budget Debate 

 
 

Participants will have read 

 Chuck Collins, “Taxes Pay for Economic Opportunity,” from Ten Excellent Reasons 

Not To Hate Taxes, pages 85-96 

 Louis Uchitelle, “Private Cash Sets Agenda for Urban Infrastructure,” The New 

York Times, January 6, 2008 (link is on web reading page) 

 Mini-debaters on the pro side will have read online: Bill Gates Sr. and Chuck 

Collins, “We Still Need the Estate Tax,” Miami Herald, Tuesday, December 26, 

2006.  

 Mini-debaters on the con side will have read online: Phillip G. Kerpen, “Bury the 

Death Tax,” The New York Sun, February 16, 2006.  

 

Items Needed for this Session 

 Flipchart paper with the format of the mini-debate 

 Extra flipchart paper and markers to capture responses, if desired 

 For prayer: a candle, a Bible (with the following passages marked: Isaiah 58: 6-

12; Luke 12:13-21 and 22-31), a small box or small storage container with a lid 

 Copies of the reflection questions included in the prayers to give to participants (at 

the end of the session) for their ongoing reflection, if desired. 

 

Learning Objectives  

 Apply Christian faith values to contemporary tax and budget issues  

 Reflect on the growing charity sector, privatization, and needs for public 

infrastructure 

 Explore the values issues underlying taxation through a mini-debate on the estate 

tax 
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Schedule for this Session 

   

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

Charity Giving and Public 

Spending 

25 minutes 

Break 5 minutes 

Announcements  5 minutes 

Activity: Mini-Debate 100 

minutes 

Closing Prayer 5 minutes 

Total Time 150 

minutes 

 

Note to Facilitators      

 

At this stage in the group, we have laid a strong foundation for a values-based discussion 

of controversial tax issues. 

 

In the first part of Session Seven, the group will discuss the reading assignment, “Private 

Cash Sets Agenda for Urban Infrastructure.” This article sets up an interesting discussion 

about the role of private charity versus tax-funded infrastructure. 

 

The second activity of the session is designed as a mini-debate. As facilitator, you might 

modify this activity based on your sense of the group. If it seems that the group is 

polarized in terms of points of view, it might be unnecessarily divisive to use a debate 

format. If that is the case, you could instead lead a discussion of the “pros” and “cons” of 

the estate tax. The estate tax is one of the most controversial taxes, but it opens the door 

to wider questions of government policy, taxation and attitudes about wealth creation and 

distribution. The richness of the discussion in this session will be the extent to which 

everyone is willing to move more fully into sharing their values as the discussion 

continues. 
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Good preparation will be needed for the success of this session. Facilitators will need to: 

 Read, in advance of the session, the online article by Louis Uchitelle, “Private Cash 

Sets Agenda.”  

 Make your own list of local examples of public charity versus public infrastructure. 

Are there charitable institutions that have seen a building boom? Local or regional 

nonprofit hospitals/medical centers? Universities? Are there overdue infrastructure 

public works projects that are lacking funds? 

 Review discussion questions for this article and identify several to pose to your 

group. 

 Review “Estate Tax” debate activity, and be prepared to set it up and moderate 

the debate and conversation. (Facilitators, most likely, will not be able to 

participate in the debate itself.) 

 

Session Seven Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer ( 10 minutes) 

Facilitators might start Session Seven with these or similar words: At this stage in the 

group, we have laid a strong foundation for a values-based discussion of controversial 

tax issues. This session will continue our discussion about the role of government and then 

begin to look at our tax system. A difference from our regular agenda is that we will set 

up the mini-debate and spend part of our break time in small groups preparing for the 

discussion. The richness of our discussion will be the extent to which we all are willing to 

move more fully into sharing our values as the discussion continues.  

 

Opening Prayer 

Invite everyone into silence. Ask everyone to become centered by focusing on the rhythm 

of their breathing.  

 

Slowly pray these scripture verses (Isaiah 55:8-9):  

 “MY thoughts are not your thoughts 

 Nor are your ways MY ways, says your God. 

 For as the heavens are higher than the earth  

 so are MY ways higher than your ways  

 and MY thoughts than your thoughts.”  
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Place the storage container in the middle of the floor. 

Offer this question for quiet reflection: 

Where do you store your most precious things? 

 Pause 

 

Ask everyone to take out their purse or wallet. 

One by one, invite them to come forward and put their purse or wallet into the storage 

bin. When everyone has done this, close the lid on the container. Reassure people that 

their valuables will be returned at the end of the session.  

 

Invite people to sit in receptive mode (feet on the floor, hands resting in their laps).  

 

Prayerfully read Luke 12: 13-21. 

  

Before you read this passage a second time, offer these instructions: 

We will listen again to this teaching. 

This time, listen for a word, a phrase or a question that resonates with you.  

Slowly reread the passage. 

Invite people to speak a word, a phrase or a question that struck them during the 

reading. 

 

After all who wish have voiced a word, phrase or short question, close with these 

questions for quiet reflection: 

Where do you find yourself in this story? 

What does this Gospel say about our lives, our ways, our times?  

 

Sit in silence for a moment. Then say, Amen. 

 

(Be sure the storage bin is sitting in a safe place in full view of all throughout the session.) 

 

 

Charity Giving and Public Spending (25 minutes) 

Begin this segment with these or similar words: We will now turn to the question of 

whether the government should be the main provider of infrastructure, such as streets, 

sewers, water protection. The article, “Private Cash Sets Agenda for Urban 

Infrastructure,” which we read for today’s session, describes how the city of New Haven 
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has a vast array of capital improvement and public infrastructure needs. Yale University, 

based in New Haven, is awash in funds, thanks to charitable donations, largely from 

affluent alumni. This is a powerful juxtaposition of private wealth and institutions and the 

public sector. 

 

Ask three volunteers to read the following three quotes from the article: 

 

 “Philanthropic spending adds mainly to the nation’s stock of hospitals, libraries, 

museums, parks, university buildings, theaters and concert halls. Public 

infrastructure – highways, bridges, rail systems, water works, public schools, port 

facilities, sewers, airports, energy grids, tunnels, dams and levees – depends 

mostly on tax dollars.” 

 

 “The American Society of Civil Engineers estimates that government should be 

spending $320 billion a year over the next five years – double the current outlay –

just to bring up to par what already exists.” 

 

 “Government outlays on physical infrastructure have declined to 2.7 percent of the 

gross domestic product, from 3.6 percent in the 1960s. Philanthropic giving, in 

contrast, has jumped to nearly 2.5 percent of G.D.P., up from 1.5 percent in 

1995 and 2 percent in the ‘60s.” 

 

Then share the following: We are going to discuss this article. Most of the questions we 

will discuss are open-ended or values-based questions with no right or wrong answer. 

What is important is that we engage in the issue and bring our values perspectives from 

our faith – not simply our opinions - to bear on the discussion. (Facilitators will not have 

time to get to all of these questions and should not give the list of questions to the 

participants. It is important that facilitators pick questions that will engage a values-based 

discussion.) 

 

 Do you see examples in our community of private wealth stimulating certain kinds 

of investments? Do you see unmet needs in terms of public infrastructure? 

Possible response: 

o Are there universities, nonprofit hospitals, etc. that have seen building 

booms in your locale? 
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 Some have said we are “living on our ancestor’s infrastructure.” Do you see 

“deficits” or “delayed improvements” in terms of public infrastructure? (Uchitelle’s 

examples of infrastructure are highways, bridges, rails systems, water works, etc.) 

 

 Charitable giving supports very different things than public tax dollars. Is this a 

problem? Are things out of balance or in harmony? 

 

 Is it a concern that charitable giving is outpacing public investment? 

 

 In the article, Uchitelle describes how in the past big business used to lobby for 

public investments, that corporations with deep roots in a local community would 

advocate for railroads, highways, and many other investments they needed to 

operate successfully. Now business is more mobile and less rooted in localities. Is 

this a trend in our region?  

 

 In the article, Peter Orszag from the Congressional Budget Office said, “If you 

have 30 C.E.O.s saying, ‘Damn it, we need new bridges or faster trains,’ then that 

would happen.” Why should this matter? Are there other constituencies that have a 

stake in public infrastructure and investments? 

Possible responses: 

o Parents and schools 

o Commuters and infrastructure 

o Farmers and infrastructure 

 

 Who has a stake in public services? Who doesn’t? 

 

 John Abrams and Greg LeRoy in their chapter, “Taxes are Good for Business,” in 

Ten Excellent Reasons Not to Hate Taxes, point out that businesses that are 

anchored in a community (compared to global or mobile business) have a real 

stake in taxpayer funded infrastructure, education, housing and workforce 

development. 

 -- What businesses in our community are dependent on local taxpayer-funded   

services? What businesses are more regional or global - and want to keep   taxes 

low? 

 -- What kinds of public spending might strengthen local businesses? 
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 Do you see examples in your own life where you have personally shifted from 

using public facilities to private services? 

Possible responses: 

Driving and not using public transit; town swimming pool versus private club; 

buying books rather than relying on the library 

 

 Many people argue that we should privatize as many government functions as 

possible - and charge “use fees” for the public services and goods we utilize. For 

example, many state and national parks now charge an admission fee. Is 

government like a shopping mall? Should people only pay for the services they 

benefit from? 

 

 Should I have to pay for education if I have no children in the public schools?  

 

 Should I have to pay for police and garbage removal if I live in a residential 

community with a private security service and trash removal? 

 

Conclude by briefly offering a few highlights of the discussion and noting that there is 

neither right nor wrong answers to these questions.  

 

Then tell everyone that the group will be breaking into small groups for the next segment. 

Ask them to take no more than a short, 5 minute break to visit the restroom and to grab a 

snack (if snacks were provided) to take to eat in their small group.  

 
Break (5 minutes) 

 

 
Announcements (5 minutes) 

Remind participants of the importance of the mini-interview and journaling assignments, 

and of the reading assignments: 

1. Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapter Six and Action Steps. 

2. Stephanie Greenwood, “Conclusion: Changing the Tax Debate,” from Ten 

Excellent Reasons Not to Hate Taxes. 

3. Engaging the World Together (link is on web-readings page) 

4. Possible Next Steps (Participants Packet, pages 35-38) 
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Activity: Estate Tax Mini-Debate (100 minutes) 

 

A. Introduction to Mini-Debate on Estate Tax (10 minutes) 

Facilitators should share the following with the group:  

We are about to have a mini-debate over the resolution: The U.S. should abolish 

the federal estate tax, or “death tax.” The estate tax is a powerful and divisive issue, 

which taps into underlying values about taxation. There will be no winner or loser to this 

debate. It is simply a means to surface issues in a different way. We all know that some 

people are more competitive and like combat-like discussions while others prefer quieter 

discussions. The purpose of this mini-debate is to have some fun and hear different points 

of view. After an initial, short debate, we will continue with the questions as a discussion, 

not a debate. 

 

 During Session Six, we divided into two equal size groups, with one side 

representing “Pro” and the other “Con” of the resolution on the estate tax. Each small 

group will meet for 30 minutes to develop their main points and questions for the other 

side. As we prepare for the mini-debate, each small group should divide the points they 

want to make so that neither side is dominated by one or two people. Your group can 

take another short break if you finish with this task before 30 minutes. As facilitator, I will 

keep time and let you know when it is 10 minutes before we reconvene.  

 

  When we come back together, we will use this format: Each side will have 5 

minutes to make opening statements. At least three people from each group should make 

these opening points as you address your “pro” or “con” position. After each side has 

had their opening 5 minutes, each small group can ask the other side a question. This 

questioning can go back and forth for several rounds. You can develop questions in your 

small group and ask them if the other group doesn’t address your question in their 

presentations. 

 

Ask if there are any clarifying questions about the activity. As the same groups begin to 

prepare, be sure to note the time so that you can let the group know when they have 10 

minutes left and when the 30 minutes is up. 

 

Note: Facilitators are encouraged to put the above format on a piece of flipchart paper 

and post it in the room.  
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B. Small Group Planning and BREAK (30 minutes)  

Facilitators most likely will not be able to participate in the debate. Instead, s/he should 

circulate to see if small groups understand the task, the format of the debate and whether 

or not they need any assistance in preparing for the debate. Facilitators are also to keep 

time and periodically visit each group reminding them to identify multiple spokespeople, 

to make sure that there are not one or two people dominating the small group. 

 

C. Activity: Mini-Debate about Estate Tax (35 minutes) 

Reconvene the group and remind participants of the process for the debate, referring to 

the flipchart paper with the format. Begin the mini-debate, using the following: 

 Opening Statements (10 minutes total – i.e., 5 minutes for each of the pro and con 

small groups  

 Groups asking the other side questions (25 minutes) 

 

As facilitator, keep close track of time throughout the debate, make sure everyone is 

getting a chance to speak and ask questions, and help the group maintain a sense of fun. 

Also, keep track of some of the more interesting points to use for the discussion. End the 

debate by asking people to stand up, shake hands with the other side or some other ritual 

that shifts the energy. 

 

D. Discussion (25 minutes) 

Bring participants back into one, large group and remind everyone that the debate is 

now over and people should speak from their own, personal values perspectives. The 

following questions are provided to help get a discussion started, if needed. 

 

 What are the value issues - not opinions - underlying the estate tax? In one of our 

readings (“Taxes Pay for Economic Opportunity”), Bill Gates Sr. argues that 

progressive taxation “recycles common wealth for economic opportunity. By 

levying a tax on those who have benefited the most from the U.S.’s fertile ground 

for economic activity, society reclaims wealth to invest in future opportunities.” 

o Many oppose taxation as a form of redistribution. What do you think of the 

notion of “opportunity recycling” – taxes as a means to pay for education 

and other things that recycle opportunity? 

o What are alternatives to taxation to ensuring that our society has some form 

of equality of opportunity? 
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 Both proponents and opponents of the estate tax argue in moral terms – i.e.,  

o Bill Gates Sr. says “The moral justification for an estate tax is that some of 

us have disproportionately benefited from the fertile economic soil we have 

cultivated together.” 

o Phillip Kerpen says, “The death tax punishes virtue and rewards vice. It very 

powerfully tells older Americans, "You can't take it with you, and you can't 

leave it to your children," encouraging lavish over-consumption and 

discouraging the traditional American virtues of thrift and intergenerational 

savings. It discourages class mobility by making it impossible for many 

Americans to leave their businesses and farms to children and 

grandchildren, building wealth across generations. 

What are the moral points that are compelling to you? 

 What is your theory of how wealth is created? How does that influence your 

perspective on the estate tax? 

o How much of wealth is individually created? How much comes from 

societal inputs? This often influences how people feel about taxation. 

 

 Should U.S. society be concerned with how much wealth is concentrated in few 

hands? 

 

Close this segment by offering a brief summary of the discussion and by thanking 

everyone for their participation in both the mini-debate and discussion. Ask the pro and 

con sides to share with each other the references to the reading they did to prepare for 

the mini-debate, and ask participants from each side to take time during the next week to 

read the article representing the opposite side of the argument.  

 

 

Closing Prayer (5 minutes) 

Call people to silent stillness.  

 

Repeat this invocation: 

THY will be done...  

…on earth as it is in heaven. 
 

 Pause  
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THY will be done...  

…on earth as we as it is in heaven. 
 

 Pause  
 

Not MY way God, but THY way! 
 

 Pause 

 

Open the storage bin and invite people to step forward in silence and reclaim their 

wallets or purses.  

 

While they are doing this, slowly offer these questions for quiet reflection: 

How have you invested your life? 

Where have you put your treasure?  

How do we spend our time - and to what do we give our life’s energy?  

 

 Pause 

  

Read Luke 12: 22-31. 

 

Close with this prayer: 

Come Holy Spirit,  

fill our hearts,  

kindle the fire of your love in us.  

Send forth your Spirit  

to recreate us  

and renew the face of the earth. 

 

Amen. 

 

http://www.catholic.org/encyclopedia/view.php?id=11004
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SESSION EIGHT: Summing Up 

 
Participants will have read 

 Ron Sider, Fixing the Moral Deficit, Chapter Six and Action Steps.  

 Stephanie Greenwood, “Conclusion: Changing the Tax Debate,” from Ten 

Excellent Reasons Not to Hate Taxes 

 Engaging the World Together (link is on the web-readings page) 

 Possible Next Steps (Participant Packet, pages 35-38) 

 

Items Needed for this Session 

 Personal Surveys that participants filled out from Session One (in sealed envelopes) 

 Copies of Session One – Attachment C and Session Eight-Attachment A for all 

participants 

 Flipchart paper, markers and tape 

 For prayer: a candle; a Bible (with the following passages marked: Luke 16:10-14 

and 19-31; Luke 19:1-10); a pair of dark sunglasses. 

 

Learning Objectives 

 Reflect on the module and the impact it has had on each participant 

 Consider additional activities that you might undertake as a group to continue to 

learn and reflect on this topic or to engage in action together.  
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Schedule for this Session 

 

Activity Minutes 

Welcome and Opening 

Prayer 

10 minutes 

Personal Survey and 

Discussion 

60 minutes 

Break 10 minutes 

Next Steps Together 35 minutes 

Closing Summation 20 minutes 

Evaluation  5 minutes 

Closing Prayer 10 minutes 

Total Time 150 min 

Note to Facilitators      

This is the final session of the Living Solidarity: Government, the Federal Budget and the 

Common Good model. It is an opportunity to review and reflect on the topic and issues 

discussed over the past seven sessions. During this session, participants will retake their 

personal survey and then note places where their attitudes and knowledge might have 

changed. This is also a time to both celebrate what the group has learned together and 

acknowledge what more there is to learn. The session ends with a checklist of additional 

ideas or activities that the group could undertake together, as individuals, or with others 

in their circle of friends. 

 

Facilitators are to reflect on the major themes, questions and conclusions from the module 

in advance of this last session. It might be helpful to write some of these down to guide 

your facilitation of the discussion during the session. 

 

Session Eight Outline and Notes 

 

Welcome and Opening Prayer (10 minutes) 

Begin with these or similar words: We’ve come to the end of the Living Solidarity: 

Government, the Federal Budget and the Common Good module. We will begin by 

retaking the Personal Survey we took during Session One and comparing our response  

now to our responses at the start of the program. We will then do some summarizing of  
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our experience. We will summarize what we have learned together and discuss some 

possible next steps to take together as a group, as an individual, or with others in our 

circle of friends. We will also take some time to address evaluating the program. 

 

Opening Prayer 

Have the following items on the prayer table: the pillar candle; a Bible (with the following 

passages marked: Luke 16:10-14; 19-31; Luke 19:1-10); and a pair of dark sunglasses. 

 

Invite people to stillness. Then begin by praying with participants echoing these words 

from the Gospel (Matthew 20:33): 

 

Leader: 

      Participant’s Echo 

“Lord, let our eyes be opened!”  “Lord, let our eyes be opened!” 

   

 Pause 
 

“Lord let our eyes be opened!”   “Lord, let our eyes be opened!” 
  

 Pause  
 

Pass the sunglasses around the group, and invite people to hold them briefly while you 

slowly read and they quietly reflect on this question: 
 

Who do we fail to notice when moral decisions are made about the distribution of goods, 

resources and necessities? 
 

 Pause  
 

Invite people to sit in receptive mode - feet on the floor, hands resting in their laps   

in order to receive the word of God. 
 

Prayerfully read Luke 16: 19 – 31. 
  
Before you read this passage a second time, offer these instructions: 

Let’s listen again to this teaching. 

This time, listen for a word, a phrase or a question that resonates with you.  
 

Slowly reread the passage. 
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Invite people to speak a word, a phrase or a question.  
 

After all who wish to speak have done so, close the Bible and place the dark glasses on 

top of it. 
 

Pose this question, asking the group to reflect on it silently.  

In what way does this parable challenge us?  

   

 Pause for a few moments of quiet reflection. 

 

Close by echoing the opening refrain: 
 

Leader      Echo 

“Lord, let our eyes be opened!”  “Lord, let our eyes be opened!” 
 

Amen. 

 
Personal Survey and Discussion (60 minutes) 

A. Retake the Personal Survey - Quiet Time (10 minutes) 

Give everyone a blank copy of the personal survey (Session One -Attachment C) and ask 

participants to retake the Personal Survey. It is important for facilitators to tell participants 

that this is a way to gauge whether our personal thinking, feelings and knowledge have 

shifted over the last several months and that no one will be obliged to share the results of 

either survey. 

 

B. Compare with earlier Personal Survey - in Pairs (20 minutes) 

Once participants (and the facilitator) have completed the survey, give each person the 

personal survey in the sealed envelope that they took during Session One. Then ask 

people to pair up with someone and to find a spot to sit together while they each look 

at/compare their own two surveys. Again, tell participants that no one needs to reveal 

their own survey, which is personal. After each person in the pair has looked at their own 

survey, invite them to discuss these questions as they are comfortable doing: 

 What changed? 

 What stayed the same? 

 What values questions surfaced? 

 What did you find interesting about comparing the surveys? 
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At this time, give everyone a copy of Session Eight-Attachment A which has the correct 

answers to the factual questions. Remind participants that the most important point of this 

activity, however, is how participants reflect on their own learning.  

 

C. Group Discussion (30 minutes) 

Begin the discussion by asking if anyone wishes to share insights from the personal survey 

activity.  

 

After no more than 10 minutes, shift the discussion to summarizing the experience of the 

module by asking some or all of the following questions. Minimally, be sure to cover the 

first three questions. 

 What insights did you gain related to the idea of the budget as a moral 

document? 

 What values related to the economy, the federal budget, the government and the 

common good surfaced for you? Note: Facilitators are encouraged to jot 

responses to this question on flipchart paper to reinforce insights gained. 

 What questions are still unresolved or lingering for you? Note: Again, facilitators 

are encouraged to jot responses to this question on flipchart paper and use these 

to help determine some next steps. 

 What have been the lessons of our time together? 

 

Take the last few minutes to conclude this segment with the following summary points: 

 Your own (facilitator’s) prepared reflections that summarize the many module 

discussions and any shared conclusions. 

 The reminder that budgets are moral documents. 

 Faithful citizenship requires that we learn to ask the values-based questions behind 

budgeting and taxation. 

 As citizens and as people of faith, we have a responsibility to engage, not 

withdraw from society … to participate and to be in solidarity with one another. 

 Our role as citizens and people of faith is to defend the common good, the 

commons and common wealth institutions – those things that we hold together and 

that no one owns individually. 

 
Break (10 Minutes) 

Facilitators are strongly encouraged to make sure there are snacks/refreshments for this 

closing session. 
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Next Steps Together –Discussion (35 minutes) 

 

Over the course of the previous seven sessions, people may have suggested activities 

(e.g., “We should read XX.” or “Let’s discussion XY issue.”). If there is a running list of 

these suggestions and ideas, be sure to have them available for the following discussion. 

 

Begin this segment with the following or similar words: There is no assumption that the 

group should or wants to remain together. However, if there is energy to take steps in 

terms of shared experiences and action, that will only deepen the experience for 

everyone. As Margaret Mead said, “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 

committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.” 

 

Then ask some open-ended questions you have developed, or use the following: 

 Is there something more related to the federal budget, taxes and the common good 

that you would like to learn about or explore further? 

 What activities could we do together to bring our values into the public square? 

Be sure to capture responses on flipchart paper. 

 

After covering some open-ended questions, give everyone a copy of the “Possible Next 

Steps” (Session Eight-Attachment B) and a few minutes to read through this document. 

Then open the discussion again, asking for comments, suggestions, ideas related to the 

document. Again, be sure to capture these ideas on flipchart paper that everyone can 

see.  

 

Facilitators need to watch the clock so that there is time, following this brainstorm activity, 

to try to establish at least one next step for the group collectively and for each person 

individually. If there are action steps identified, take time for some initial planning and to 

assign responsibilities. 

 
Closing Summation (20 minutes) 

This final go around should be short and positive – and even fun! Ask everyone to share: 

 A personal highlight and a lesson or learning from this time together, and  

 A personal next step s/he will be taking in relation to the Living Solidarity: 

Government, the Federal Budget and the Common Good topics. This could be 

something they want to learn more about or an action they want to take. It can be  
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 as simple as “I’d like to read that article I didn’t have time for.” or “I plan to talk 

to my neighbor about what I’ve learned” … or things that are more ambitious.  

 

Facilitators can model this segment by starting off with their own responses to these two 

questions.  

 
Evaluation (5 minutes) 

Please share the following with participants: The participant evaluation form is an online 

document. Access to the evaluation is listed in the Table of Contents to the Participant 

Packet. Doing the evaluation online saves paper and time and allows the JustFaith 

Ministries staff to analyze the responses more effectively. It is easy to complete and will 

only take a few minutes. Note that once we start the evaluation we need to complete the 

whole thing at that time; we cannot start and stop and then go back to the evaluation at a 

later time to finish it. Completing the online evaluations within two weeks will be greatly 

appreciated!  

 

Ask if there are any questions about the online evaluations.  

 
Closing Prayer (10 minutes) 

Call people to silent stillness. Then return to the Gospel invocation from the opening 

prayer: 

 

Leader      Echo 

“Lord, let our eyes be opened!”  “Lord, let our eyes be opened!” 

 

Take the dark glasses off of the Bible, and read Luke 16:10-14.  

 

Then share these comments:  

God has gifted us with an abundance of good things. 

Injustice and poverty are not accidental.  

Most often, they are engineered by our human distribution systems. 

 

Introduce the final Gospel story with these words: 

Listen to this Gospel encounter … 

It is a story of noticing, welcoming, sharing and unexpected transformation. 
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Read Luke 19:1-10. 

  

 Pause  

 

Our economy is tied into a global system that is beyond us. 

Part of this economy is within our reach.  

We cannot do everything …  

but there are things we can do. 

 

 Pause  

 

Offer these questions for quiet reflection: 

Who needs to change? 

What needs to be transformed? 

 

 Pause 

 

Pass the sunglasses around the group, and invite those who feel moved to share a brief 

prayer for change.  

 

Close by inviting everyone to stand and link hands. Then offer this version of the Serenity 

Prayer:  

 God of abundance, 

 Grant us the serenity to accept what we cannot change, 

 the courage to change the things we can, 

 and wisdom to know the difference. 

 Amen. 
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Session Eight – Attachment A  

 

Personal Survey:  Answers to Factual Questions 
 

Most questions are open-ended. Correct responses to factual questions are bolded.  

 
3. How much was the federal U.S. budget in FY 2012?  

a. $850 billion  

b. $1.2 trillion 

c. 3.7 trillion 

d. 5.4 trillion 

 

4. What percentage of the federal budget goes to foreign aid? 

 a. 0.6 percent 

b. 2.7 percent 

 b. 12.9 percent 

 d. 19.3 percent 

 

7. What percentage of our “discretionary” federal budget goes to defense/military and wars? 

(The discretionary portion does not include interest on debt, Social Security, Medicare and other 

entitlements we are “mandated” to pay.) 

 a. 26 percent 

 b. 54 percent 

 c. 19 percent 

 d. 58 percent 

 

9. What percentage of U.S. federal discretionary budget goes to education? 

 a. 1 percent  

 b. 4 percent 

 c. 12 percent  

 d. 19 percent 

 

11. How large is our national debt? Identify the number closest to the current national debt.  

a. $500 billion  b. $1.6 trillion c. $7 trillion  d. $ 14 trillion 

 

12. Between 2008 and 2011, what has been the range of our annual federal deficits? 

 a. $100 - 200 billion   

b. $200 billion - $1 trillion  

c. $400 billion – $2 trillion 

d. $2 - $3 trillion 
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13. Taxes that require lower income households to pay a higher percent of their income are 

called “regressive” taxes. What is the most regressive tax?  

 a. Cigarette tax 

 b. Income tax 

 c. Estate tax 

 d. Capital Gains Tax 

 e. Alternative Minimum Tax 

 f. Gasoline excise tax 

 

14. Taxes that require wealthier households to pay a higher percent of their incomes are called 

“progressive taxes.” What is the most progressive tax? 

 a. Cigarette tax 

 b. Income tax 

 c. Estate tax 

 d. Capital Gains Tax 

 e. Alternative Minimum Tax 

 f. Gasoline excise tax 

 

15. How much wealth do you need to have before you have to pay a federal estate tax, also 

known as estate tax or death tax? (2011 levels) 

a. $10,000 

b. $100,000 

c. $500,000 

d. $3 million 

e. $10 million 

 

19. How well is the U.S. economy doing as a whole, relative to other countries, in terms of 

income per person? 

a. We’re the best 

b. In the top 10% 

c. In the top 50% 

d. In the bottom 50% 

 

20. In terms of average life expectancy? 

a. We’re the best 

b. In the top 10% 

c. In the top 50% 

d. In the bottom 50% 
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JustFaith Ministries 

A Multilayered Ministry of Formation 
 

 Congratulations on completing a JustFaith Ministries 

(JFM) JustMatters module. JFM provides experiences that 

transform people and expand their commitment to social ministry. 

Program participants explore and experience Christ’s call to care 

for the poor and vulnerable in a lively, challenging, multifaceted 

process in the context of a small faith community. 

 JustFaith Ministries, in conjunction with its partners, 

makes available introductory workshops, curriculum, resources, a 

website, and support services.  

 30,000 people across the country have participated in 

one or more JustFaith Ministries programs. 

 
JustFaith focuses on discipleship and the call to be about God’s 

dream of justice and compassion in a world scarred by the 

domestic and global crisis called poverty.  

 

Engaging Spirituality is a spiritual deepening process that     

explores the intersection between contemplative presence 

 and social action. 

 

JusticeWalking (J-Walking) is a process that forms small communities of older teens and adults to 

engage in a spiritual journey and exploration of the radical call of the Gospel. 

 

College JusticeWalking (J-Walking) is a semester- long “Discipleship Journey” that forms small 

communities of college students as they experiment with living the Gospel message and the social 

implications of our faith. 

 

JustFaith Ministries is able to offer these programs through the generosity of donors, most of whom are 

“graduates” of our various programs. Please join them in growing the movement of faith-filled change-

agents!  

 

JFM also provides an online document, Taking Action Resource Guide, to help 

participants learn more and get involved in this and other issues. 
 

http://www.justfaith.org/donate/
http://www.justfaith.org/donate/
http://www.justfaith.org/graduates/pdf/takeaction_resourceguide.pdf

